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Abstract
Neutrinos escaping detection is one of the main problems in mass reconstruc-
tion with tau leptons. They must be neglected or corrected for in some way.
This thesis discusses two methods of handling the neutrinos in different ways.
The Collinear Approximation (CA) builds upon the assumption that the neutrinos
travel in the same direction as the visible tau decay products. The boost method
neglects the neutrino energy contribution in the leading visible tau, as seen from
the mother particle’s reference system. The methods have been studied with sim-
ulated Z0 → τ−τ+ , H0 → τ−τ+ , and QCD samples, and with early data
from ATLAS. This work shows that the weaknesses of CA is that the transverse
angle of the EmissT has to lie between the transverse angle of the two visible taus,
and that it collapses with back-to-back taus in the transverse plane. A strength
of the CA is that it uses the missing energy, which is all information available
about the neutrinos. The CA works better for boosted taus, i.e. taus decaying
from heavy particles, like H0 and Z0. The weaknesses of the boost method are
that it does not use the EmissT information, and that the distribution is not easily
tted, but the method is still under development on these points. The strength of
the boost method is that it works for all tau pairs, making it a good complimentary
method to the CA. Both methods work in Z0 → τ−τ+ and H0 → τ−τ+ events,
and can be potentially applied to other decay chains as well. In the future, many
studies will include mass reconstruction from tau leptons, where both the CA and
the boost method will be important methods.
i
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Introduction
Some people look at the world thinking: How does all this stuff work? and
use their lives to work out and test explanations. We can thank generations of
such people for all the theories and natural laws we have today. But the work is
not nished. Could it be possible to obtain a complete explanation of nature? I
don’t know, but together with thousands of other scientists all over the world, I’m
working towards it.
The most successful theory at subatomic level is the Standard Model (SM).
But despite its success, there are phenomena which are not explained by this
model. Extended version of the SM or a totally new theory is therefore required.
Examples of these phenomena are
• Dark matter. Measurements in outer space tell us that there exists a lot of
invisible energy and matter. Dark matter consists of particles not described
by the standard model.
• The most common force, gravitation, is not accounted for.
• SM does not explain why there is much more matter than antimatter in the
universe.
• The Higgs mechanism is not experimentally veried.
Predictions of a Higgs eld is fundamental in today’s explanation of subatomic
physics, and searching for and nding the Higgs boson is the main motivation for
building the largest particle accelerator in the world, the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) at CERN 1, started up September 10th 2008. If we fail to nd the Higgs
with this machine, we can say with relative certainty that it does not exist or has
properties that are inconsistent with SM predictions. This would imply that there
is either something wrong with the Higgs mechanism or some other theoretical
concepts. [6].
1European Organization for Nuclear Research
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Searching for new phenomena and their explanations requires a thorough knowl-
edge of the already existing standard model. That is the main motivation for study-
ing Z0 → τ−τ+ decays. Only when this decay is well observed, one can be able
to separate out and study new phenomena like H0 → τ−τ+.
Other motivations for studying Z0 → τ−τ+ are to
• Check the detector for defects
• Calibrate the detector
• Measure the production cross section
• Check lepton universality
An overview of this thesis
Starting with the basic theory of particle physics, chapter 1 gives an introduction
to the Standard Model of particle physics. Here the classication system of the
particles and forces between them will be briey described. Since the main decay
channel studied in this thesis is the Z0 → τ−τ+ , the τ -lepton and Z0 boson
will be taken a deeper look into before the chapter is ended by mentioning the
missing parts as well as possible extensions of the Standard Model. Chapter 2
describes the experimental setup, which is the ATLAS and the LHC at CERN.
After a summary of history of CERN, the main lines of the LHC will be drawn,
followed by the layers of ATLAS briey described. The complicated process
of reconstructing tau candidates and selecting well-reconstructed candidates is
described in a simplied way in chapter 3. In chapter 4, the taus are used to
show how to reconstruct the Z0 mass. This could be transferred into any two-
body decay. The main chapter of this thesis is chapter 5 where the Collinear
Approximation is described; this method corrects for the missing energy lost by
neutrinos. Finally, the strengths and weaknesses of the method are discussed,
concluding with a need for complementary methods. The boost method is one
such promising method, which is described and discussed in chapter 6. The C++
source code to implement these methods is given in Appendix B. One of the main
purposes of studying Z0 → τ−τ+ is to get a grip on the main background for the
similar process of H0 → τ−τ+ . Hence, chapter 7 concentrates on the Higgs
decaying process H0 → τ−τ+ . By April 2010, at the nishing of this study, the
LHC has started to collide protons and ATLAS has given some real data output.
In chapter 8 some main concepts from the thesis will be compared with the latest
ATLAS data. The conclusion is found in chapter 9.
3
This thesis aims to be a good introduction to particle physics to new master
students. All calculations and logical lines of thought should be easy to follow.
Common acronyms and expressions are listed in Appendix A; some of them are
not used in this thesis, but is included since they are commonly used among par-
ticle physicists.
4
Chapter 1
The standard model
The standard model describes the fundamental pieces of our material world, and
the forces between them. The chemical elements are built up of atoms, which
in turn consist of nucleons - protons and neutrons. The nucleons also have a
substructure; they are built up of quarks and gluons. The common name of both
quarks and gluons is partons.
1.1 Forces - bosons
In order to keep track of all the particles, they are grouped together with other
particles having the same properties. One of the most fundamental properties
is the spin. Spin is known from classical mechanics, where it describes the an-
gular momentum of an orbiting particle  both describing an object rotating
around another, e.g. the Earth around the Sun, or an object spinning around it-
self. At subatomic 1 level, spin is no longer classical, but quantum mechanical
and can not be understood classically. The unit is ~, which is an extremely small
quantity. The spin of a particle is always an integer or a half integer unit of ~.
One groups particles into these two categories,  the particles with integer spin
(i.e. 0,±1,±2, . . . ) are called bosons, and the particles with half-integer spin (i.e.
±1/2,±3/2, . . . ) are called fermions. On the fundamental level, the bosons act
like force carriers, and the fermions like building bricks.
In the SM there are three different forces, here listed from the weakest to the
strongest:
1. Gravitational force
The gravitational force acts on every particle that has mass. This force
makes water fall down a waterfall as well as the earth move around the sun.
1Everything smaller than an atom.
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Despite that gravity is the most common force in everyday life, a way to
include it in the SM is not yet found. There is theoretically assumed to exist
a mediating particle, called graviton, but this is not experimentally veried.
On subatomic level, however, gravity is many orders of magnitude smaller
than the other forces and can be neglected.
2. Electroweak force
Electroweak force is the common name of the electric, magnetic and weak
nuclear forces. The two rst are also called the electromagnetic force. One
commonly distinguishes between the electromagnetic force and the weak
force, since they rst unify and become indistinguishable at high energies.
The electric and magnetic forces, on the other hand, are always unied and
can never be observed alone. 2
The electromagnetic force acts on electrically charged particles. This force
explains molecular structure and determines the properties of the elements.
In quantum electrodynamics, the electromagnetic force is mediated by the
massless photon.
The weak nuclear force, or, put simply, the weak force, acts on all particles
except photons and gluons. See table 1.2. This force allows leptons and
quarks to decay. The comparatively heavy bosons W ± and Z0 carry the
weak force.
3. Strong nuclear force
The strong nuclear force works between quarks, binding them together to
form strongly interacting particles, hadrons. The force carriers themselves
are called gluons. These also interact between themselves. A leak-out of
the gluons holds the nucleons together in the nuclei. This leak-out is small
compared to the forces inside the nucleon, but strong enough to cause nu-
clear binding. Although smaller than inside the nucleon, the nuclear binding
is strong enough to release the energy of an atomic bomb.
1.2 Quarks and leptons - fermions
All the existing quarks and leptons can be arranged into three generations as seen
in table 1.1.
Leptons are characterised as fermions not participating in the strong force.
They only react with the weak force and, if charged, also the electromagnetic
2That is not always true; a charged particle at rest produces static electricity without any mag-
netic field.
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Leptons Quarks
gen Charge Mass Charge Mass
(e) MeV/c2 Flavour (e) MeV/c2
1 νe(e neutrino) 0 < 2 ×10−6 u up 2/3 3
e -1 0.511 d down -1/3 5
2 νµ(µ neutrino) 0 < 2×10−6 c charmed 2/3 1.3× 103
µ -1 106 s strange -1/3 104
3 ντ (τ neutrino) 0 < 2×10−6 t top 2/3 171× 103
τ -1 1777 b bottom -1/3 4.2× 103
Table 1.1: Charge and mass of the quarks and leptons [5].
force. They are fermions, i.e. having spin 1/2 or integer + 1/2. In addition, they
have a quantum number called lepton avour number, which is conserved within
each generation.
Each particle has its own antiparticle, organised in the same way. The physical
nature on Earth, i.e. all the elements, is built up of particles from the rst genera-
tion. Could there be more generations? A quote from the CERN web-pages tells
us that that is not the case:
Measurements performed at LEP also proved that there are three 
and only three  generations of particles of matter. 3
But why there exist these two extra generations that almost never occur in na-
ture, and furthermore why there are only three generations, are still unanswered
questions.
A the neutrino escapes detection in ATLAS, we call it invisible. The neutrinos
are the only invisible particles detected by other experiments 4. However, mod-
els beyond the standard model predict other invisible particles as well, e.g. the
supersymmetric neutralino.
As seen in table 1.2, different subatomic particles interact through one or more
of the three forces. Leptons are particles that do not interact through the strong
force, and hadrons are particles which do. Hadrons are built up of quarks. It is
therefore just halfway correct to put quarks into the hadron group, since they are
quarks, not built up from such. Hadrons are grouped into mesons; built up of one
quark and one antiquark, and baryons; built up of three quarks. Quarks cannot
be isolated, but form baryons and mesons. Baryons are built up of three quarks,
while mesons are formed by a quark and an antiquark. When summing up the
spin of the quarks, a baryon turns out to be fermion and a meson turns out to be a
boson.
3This statement assumes that a possible fourth neutrino is lighter than mZ
2
4Detected by, among others, Icecube. http://icecube.wisc.edu/
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Particle Type Weak Electromagnetic Hadronic
Photon Gauge boson No Yes No
W±, Z0 Gauge bosons Yes Yes No
(Gluon) Gauge boson No No Yes
Leptons
Neutrino Fermion Yes No No
Electron Fermion Yes Yes No
Muon Fermion Yes Yes No
Tau Fermion Yes Yes No
Hadrons
Mesons Bosons Yes Yes Yes
Baryons Fermions Yes Yes Yes
(Quarks Fermions Yes Yes Yes)
Table 1.2: Subatomic particles and their interactions [4].
1.3 The Z0 boson
The Nobel Prize in Physics 1984 went to Carlo Rubbia and Simon van der Meer
for their decisive contributions to the large project, which led to the discovery of
the eld particles W and Z, communicators of weak interaction [7]. The Z0 has
spin 1 and hence is a boson.
Z0 is a quite heavy particle (91 GeV) compared to most other ones in the
particle zoo. The lifetime is too short for Z0 to be detected directly in ATLAS.
It must hence be reconstructed from its decay products.
In gure 1.1 one can see that the Z momentum is generally higher in the longi-
tudinal direction, which means that the Z0 is boosted. This will become important
in the discussion of Collinear Approximation in chapter 5, and of the boost method
in chapter 6.
1.3.1 Z0 production at the LHC
W and Z bosons are abundantly produced in the Large Hadron Collider (LHC),
mainly produced by valence-sea quark interaction [8]. The valence quarks are
the three quarks we normally talk about as building up a nucleon. In addition
there is a sea of quark-antiquark pairs continuously being created/annihilated
from/to gluons, called sea quarks. In LEP, a former electron positron accelerator
at CERN, the electrons collided with the positrons with a centre of mass energy of
9
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√
s = 7 TeV
91 GeV. Since electrons and positrons do not have an interior structure 5, a head-
on collision would provide 91 GeV of available energy. In the LHC, by colliding
protons with an interior structure, the energy available depends on exactly how
much energy the quarks or gluons had. One can produce particles with mass up
to about one sixth of the total energy.
Cross section, σ, is an area proportional to the probability of a process to
happen. The unit of σ is barn = 10−28m2. σ is related to the luminosity, L, like
this:
L · σ = N˙ , (1.1)
where N˙ is the number of events with the chosen process per second. More about
luminosity at the LHC in 2.2.5.
The cross section for a Z0 to be produced in the LHC is energy dependent. At
7 TeV σ(pp → Z0 + X) = 25.2 nb [5][9].
1.3.2 Z0 decay
Z0 can decay leptonically, Z0 → ll, or hadronically, Z0 → h.
5At least not at these energies
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Z0
l
l
Figure 1.2: Z0 → ll
Z0
q
q
Figure 1.3: Z0 → qq
In g. 1.2 there are six possibilities, l = e−, νe, µ−, νµ, τ−, ντ and their corre-
sponding antiparticles. In g. 1.3 there are 5 · 3 = 15 possibilities, q = u, d, c, s, b
(Z0 is lighter than the top quark, and can hence not decay to top). The factor 3
come from the three different colours each quark can carry. Assuming that each
possibility has an equal chance of happening, one would expect:
Γ(Z0 → hadrons)
Γtot
=
15
15 + 3 + 3
= 71, 4% (1.2)
Γ(Z0 → ll)
Γtot
=
Γ(Z0 → νlνl)
Γtot
=
1
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= 4, 76% (1.3)
And hence the sum of the three neutrinos: 4, 76% · 3 = 14, 29%. Comparing
with the experimental values from table 1.3, one observes that they do not t. The
main reason is that the weak interaction is treated alone. The electroweak unica-
tion explains the experimental results, modifying the vertex factors by putting the
leptons in weak isospin doublets.
Mass: (91.1876± 0.0021) GeV
Lifetime: 2.64 ·10−25 s
Decay products:
- e+e− ( 3.363 ± 0.004 ) %
- µ+µ− ( 3.366 ± 0.007 ) %
- τ+τ−( 3.370 ± 0.008 ) %
- invisible ( 20.00 ± 0.06 ) %
- hadrons ( 69.91 ± 0.06 ) %
Table 1.3: Z0 characteristics [5]. Invisible is to be interpreted as neutrinos
σ(Z0 → τ−τ+ ) = σ(pp → Z0 + X)·Br(Z0 → τ−τ+ )
= 25.2 · 0.0337 = 0.8486 nb [5][9].
1.4 The τ -lepton
As seen in the section 1.3.2 the Z0 can decay into two taus who further decay into
leptons and hadrons as illustrated with the Feynman diagram in gure 1.4.
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J (spin) =1
2
Mass m = (1776.84± 0.17) MeV
Mean life τ = (290.6± 1.0) · 10−15 s
cτ = 87.11µ m
Table 1.4: Some properties of tau: [5]
Z0
τ−
τ+
h
ντ
ντ
νe, νµ
e−, µ−
Figure 1.4: Z0 → τ−τ+ → leptons and hadrons
Table 1.3 shows that the Z0 decays to all charged leptons with the same prob-
ability. This property is called the lepton universality. When the masses are
accounted for, or the amount of energy is so large that the mass can be neglected,
the probability to create an electron-antielectron pair is the same as for creating a
muon-antimuon pair and for tau-antitau. Except from the mass and the properties
connected to it, the electron, muon and the tau are all the same. I call muon and
tau the big brothers of the electron. They’re similar, only heavier.
The τ -lepton was discovered at SLAC 6 in 1975 by Martin L. Perl. In 1995 he
received a shared Nobel Prize in Physics for pioneering experimental contribu-
tions to lepton physics and for the discovery of the tau lepton. Tau received
its name from the Greek word triton meaning third - the third charged lepton. The
observation of the tau was the rst evidence of a third generation.
(...) there was no other evidence for a third particle generation. Two
sets of particles - u, d, e−, νe, and c, s, µ−, νµ - seemed acceptable, a
kind of doubling of particles. But why three sets?
Martin L. Perl [10]
With a mass of nearly 1.8 GeV, tau is the heaviest lepton. It can decay to µ (17.36%),
e− (17.84%), and to hadrons (64.8%), as shown in table 1.5.
6Stanford Linear Accelerator Center in California
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Some processes end up with electrons or muons as their decay products. Elec-
trons or muons coming from taus are therefore difcult to distinguish from the
ones coming from other processes. Except from some information gained from
the impact parameter, electrons and muons are non-reducible components of the
background.
By choosing hadronic tau decay one must ght backgrounds that are reducible.
Hadrons are decay products in many other processes as well, but the hadrons
coming from a tau decay are often collected in a narrow cone, and can hence be
distinguished from other hadron decays, i.e. QCD-background. A hadronically
decaying tau decays mostly to pions (mesons built up from up and down quarks),
but also to kaons (mesons containing a strange quark) and rarely to other particles.
In order to conserve lepton number, there is always a tau-neutrino among the
decay products. This neutrino will get much attention in the rest of the thesis
while we try to compensate for the energy it carries away. Because of the charge
conservation, an odd number of charged pions (or kaons) have to occur, while
the number of neutral pions can be arbitrary as long as there is enough energy to
produce them. Examples of the hadronic tau decay, and their branching fraction:
Decay mode Γi/Γ
τ− → e−νeντ (17.36± 0.05)%
τ− → µ−νµντ (17.85± 0.05)%
τ− → h−X (48.68± 0.11)%
τ− → h− h− h+X (14.56± 0.08)%
Table 1.5: Main decay modes of the tau  the rst two leptonically and the latter
two 1-prong and 3-prong respectively [5].
1.5 The Higgs boson
The Higgs theory describes an omnipresent eld which all massless particles pass
through without reacting with it. The massive particles, on the other hand, react
with the Higgs eld, which is what gives them mass. This means that the massive
particles are not originally massive, but some kind of potentially massive. One
can draw a (weak) analogy to colours: unless you put it in light, a blue ball isn’t
blue, but potentially blue.
The predictions of the Higgs eld require also that the eld itself should be
seen as a massive particle  the Higgs particle, just like W and Z0. Searching for
this particle gives thus an opportunity to search for the whole theory. The problem
is where to look, because the mass is poorly determined by theory. Experiments
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at CERN and Fermilab, however, have shown  with 95% certainity  that the
Higgs mass must be less than 114 GeV/c2.
Theoretical boundaries indicate that the Higgs particle should be light enough
to be detected by the LHC with 14 TeV collision energy. There should therefore
be a high probability of nding the Higgs particle in the next few years, or  at a
high condence level  exclude it.
A signicant background to the H0 is from Z0 because of their similar decay
modes. If they have very different masses, they can be discriminated with a good
method of calculating the invariant mass. If not, one might use polarisation to
distinguish them. The Z0 have J=0 and H0 have J=1, and the conservation of the
spin affects the kinematics of the decay products [11].
1.6 Beyond the Standard Model
1.6.1 Dark Matter
Measurements from outer space, latest with WMAP 7, tell us that there is a lot
more energy and matter in the universe than can be observed [12]. In fact, the
visible universe is only 4% of the whole universe [4]. Dark matter (DM) does not
interact electromagnetically, nor weakly, nor strongly, only gravitationally 8. That
means that it will escape all layers in ATLAS, and the only chance of nding it
there, is by looking for missing energy. These kinds of particles are not explained
in the SM, and hence an extension is needed. One extension candidate is Super
Symmetry (SUSY).
1.6.2 SUSY
Super symmetry is the most studied extension of the SM. It predicts every boson
to have a fermionic supersymmetric partner (names with -ino endings), and vice
versa (names starting with s). E.g. the tau has a partner with spin 1 called stau,
and the Z has a partner with spin 1/2 called zino. If the super symmetry were a
conserved symmetry, the supersymmetric partners (sparticles) would have just the
same mass as their partners (particles). But judging from the fact that they are
all undiscovered, they have to be heavy, and SUSY must be broken. There is a
great hope that the LHC will provide enough energy to make sparticles, and that
ATLAS or CMS can detect them as missing energy.
7Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) has produced a wealth of precise and ac-
curate cosmological information
8This assertion is model dependent
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SUSY-Higgs
Although the Higgs is predicted as a part of the SM, it is also predicted beyond
it. SUSY predicts 5 Higgs-particles, some even not neutral as the SM Higgs, but
charged.
1.6.3 Other
There are also other theories lying beyond the SM, like Technicolour, and String
theory, just to mention a few.
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Chapter 2
the LHC accelerator and ATLAS
detector
A study of Z0 → τ−τ+ requires proton collisions with centre-of-mass energy
higher than the Z mass, 91 GeV. Such experimental setup is too expensive to
build by the University of Bergen. No single European country alone can not
afford to build such a large machine. That’s one of the reasons a European Center
for Nuclear Research have been built: to cooperate with many countries so that
together they can afford to build and operate huge particle accelerators. The centre
i located on the Swiss-French border, near Geneva and is called CERN. CERN is
the french acronym Conseil Europ·een pour la Recherche Nucl·eaire.
The pilot project in CERN nowadays is the LHC with its six detectors. The
particle physics group in Bergen works on the experiment called ATLAS. This
chapter is mostly dedicated to the history of CERN, the particle accelerator LHC
and one of LHC’s experiments ATLAS.
2.1 The history of CERN
Before taking a deeper look at this huge experiment, let’s go back in time and look
at the development of CERN [13].
2.1.1 The 50’s
After some years with ideas and pioneers dreaming of a European collaboration
on nuclear physics, CERN ofcially came into being in 1954, with the following
12 member states: Belgium, Denmark, France, the Federal Republic of Germany,
Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, the United King-
dom, and Yugoslavia. As you can see, Norway was a member from the beginning.
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Three years later the rst accelerator started operating. It was a 600 MeV
Synchrocyclotron (SC). In comparison, the LHC is designed to accelerate up to
7 000 000 MeV  in each direction. SC was only used for nuclear research, i.e.
accelerating nucleons, and served that purpose well enough for 33 years.
For the purpose of particle physics, accelerating protons, the Proton Syn-
chrotron (PS) started operating in 1959. The beam energy was 28 GeV. At this
time there were only xed target experiments, meaning that an accelerator accel-
erates particles up to a certain energy and shoots them on a xed target  like a
car crashing in a wall.
2.1.2 The 60’s
Most of the sixties went to collecting data in a very slow way, namely by detectors
called bubble chambers. The particles are going through a chamber of uid near
the boiling point. By going through, the particle make the uid boil just along its
path. A picture is taken and hence the particle path is detected. See picture 2.1. All
these pictures had to be analysed, and the bubble chamber had to be reinitialised
to be used again. This took time, and a study of rare phenomena was nearly
impossible. In 1968 Georges Charpak revolutionised the detection. By developing
Figure 2.1: Particles making paths in a bubble chamber [1]
the multiwire proportional chamber, the detection went from analogue to digital,
which meant that very much faster counting rates were possible.
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2.1.3 The 70’s
January 27th 1971 the world’s rst proton-proton collider came into operation,
the ISR, Intersecting Storage Rings, at CERN. In the analogy with the car, proton-
proton collisions are like two cars crashing head-on with equal velocity. Com-
pared to xed target experiments, the proton-proton collisions do not waste a lot
of energy in recoil, and is therefore much more energy efcient. The PS was used
to inject accelerated proton beams into the ISR. As the name says, the ISR stores
the beams, and does not accelerate them further.
The ISR was the rst of CERN’s facilities on the French side of the border,
and with this CERN became international ground, as it is today.
In 1973, the neutral current, theoretically predicted by Sheldon Glashow, Ab-
dus Salam and Steven Weinberg as they combined electromagnetic and weak force
into one, was found. This was an indirect evidence for the Z0 particle.
The rst accelerator crossing the Swiss-French border was the SPS, Super Pro-
ton Synchrotron. It was CERN’s rst giant ring, originally constructed to operate
with a beam energy of 300 GeV, but later upgraded to 450 MeV. In 1979 SPS was
transformed into a proton-antiproton collider. Both the PS and the SPS is still in
use feeding larger colliders with protons. Today it is the last link of the protons
being put into the Large Hadron Collider.
2.1.4 The 80’s
A great exploration of the world of particles were done with SPS, as it collided
protons which made researchers nd the inner structure of protons as well as dis-
covering the W and Z bosons in 1983. The latter gave Carlo Rubbia and Simon
van der Meer the Nobel prize only a year later!
In 1986 the SPS started colliding ions as well. The reason was to search for
Quark Gluon Plasma, QGP, the matter of which the universe  according to the
big bang theory  consisted of in its early beginning. This search continued until
year 2000 with heavier and heavier nuclei, from oxygen and sulphur to lead ions.
At the end there was considerable evidence that a new type of matter was being
produced. The search for QGP continues with the LHC, particularly in ALICE.
2.1.5 The 90’s
The 90’s was the LEP-decade. The Large Electron-Positron collider (LEP) was
the largest electron-positron accelerator ever built to date. It was 27 km in cir-
cumference and started in 1989, operating at 100 GeV. After seven years it had
produced 17 million Z particles, providing a detailed study of the electroweak
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interacting. The next four years its energy was doubled in order to produce W
bosons as well, making the study of the electroweak force reliable.
But the LEP was not the only great thing CERN did in the 90’s. An other,
quite different revolution, not only for scientists, was that CERN scientist Tim
Berners-Lee in 1990 invented the World Wide Web. At the very beginning Tim
Berners-Lee had dened the Web’s basic concepts, the URL, http and html, and
he had written the rst browser and server software. Slowly the world wide web
extended in number of servers and users, and became public, i.e. open for all, in
1994.
In 1995 CERN’s Low Energy Antiproton Ring (LEAR) produced nine anti-
hydrogen atoms over a three-week period. They lived for forty billionths of a
second, travelled ten metres and annihilated in contact with ordinary matter. This
was an important step in studying the asymmetry between matter and anti-matter.
2.1.6 2000-2010
In November 2000 the LEP ended its service, and was removed from the tunnel
to make space for the next generation of proton-proton-collider: the LHC.
A new milestone in the anti-matter world was reached in 2002 as two CERN
experiments, ATHENA and ATRAP, stored millions of anti-hydrogen particles
that were slowed down enough to be studied.
2.1.7 2010 - · · ·
And today the LHC has nally started up. The next years will, undoubtedly, be
very exciting. New phenomena will occur, and a jungle of theories will be cleaned
up  most of them falsied, but hopefully also some veried.
2.2 The LHC
LHC stands for Large Hadron Collider and, as the name tells us, it collides hadrons,
and it is large. With a circumference of 27 km and a designed energy collision at
14 TeV it is the largest particle accelerator in the world, both in size and in ac-
celerated energy. It is situated under the Swiss-French border with headquarters
in Geneva. The LHC accelerates mostly protons, but also lead ions. On points
around the circle of the LHC, experiments like ATLAS are placed. All of them
detect particles, but as described in section 2.2.7, in slightly different ways, and
with different purposes.
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2.2.1 The construction
The LHC is a very complex machine. On November 30th 2009 it took the world
record in being the installation with the highest man-made energy acceleration
ever made. 2.36 TeV were achieved, against the previous world record, held by
Tevatron in Stanford, USA, at 1.96 TeV [14]. The following section will give you
an overview of the main tasks of the LHC.
• Reception and storage
Some of the older accelerators at CERN will be used to feed the LHC with
particles. It all starts with hydrogen gas, which is ionised, i.e. the electrons
are ltered away. The remaining protons are rst accelerated in the linear
accelerator LINAC2, via the PS Booster fed into the Proton Synchrotron
(PS) which accelerates the protons to 25 GeV, and further sped up in Super
Proton Synchrotron (SPS) to 450 GeV. SPS provides the LHC with 450 GeV
protons in both directions. See gure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Accelerator complex [1]
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• Acceleration
The LHC then accelerates the beams up to (ideally) 7 TeV, trough an accel-
erator cavity. The LHC has one such cavity, where the protons are kicked
once per round, getting a higher and higher speed and hence more energy.
The collision energy in 2010 will be 7 TeV until the experiments have col-
lected an integrated luminosity of 1 fb−1 of data. That will take 18-24
months [15].
• Collision
The LHC is constructed to collide the beams inside the four detectors AT-
LAS, CMS, ALICE and LHCb.
2.2.2 Magnets
1232 dipole magnets are placed around the LHC. Their task is to bend the beam
around the tunnel. They are the largest magnets in the LHC, each 15 metres long.
The energy up to which the protons can be accelerated is dependent upon the
strength of the magnetic eld in the dipoles. Magnets are also used to focus the
beam, which is very important. Two main reasons for that is that the protons are
so small that to collide them in this experiment, is comparable of shooting two
needles from 10 km apart, hoping to get them to collide head-on. To increase
the hitting probability, the LHC accelerates 1.1 × 1011 protons in 2808 bunches
around the ring. The other reason for focusing the beam is that the tube in which
the protons are accelerated, are some centimetres in diameter, and if a proton hits
the wall, it is lost and even worse: these extremely large and highly energetic
proton bunches may destroy the experiments or the LHC if they are not controlled
well enough. To focus the beam, the LHC is equipped with 392 quadrupole
magnets, each 5-7 metres long. Approaching each detector, the beam is even
more concentrated with octopole, sextupole and decapole magnets in order to
increase the collision probability.
The magnets are superconducting electromagnets. To produce the supercon-
ducting properties, the cables need to be cooled down to 1.9K. That is colder than
outer space, which is 2.7K.
The dipoles of the LHC represented the most important technological chal-
lenge for the LHC design. In a proton accelerator like the LHC, the maximum
energy that can be achieved is directly proportional to the strength of the dipole
eld, given a specic acceleration circumference. At the LHC the dipole mag-
nets are superconducting electromagnets and able to provide the very high eld
of 8.3 T. No practical solution could have been designed using warm magnets
instead of superconducting ones [16].
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2.2.3 Vacuum
To avoid collisions with other particles, an ultra-high vacuum is provided in the
beam pipe. This equals a hydrogen gas density below 1015 H2 m−3 to ensure the
required 100 hours beam lifetime. The hydrogen gas density is the gas densities
normalised to hydrogen taking into account the ionisation cross sections for each
gas species.
In the interaction regions around the experiments the densities will be below
1013 H2 m−3, in order to minimise the background to the experiments.
In addition to beam vacuum, the LHC has two other vacuum systems: insula-
tion vacuum for cryomagnets and insulation vacuum for helium distribution line
(QRL).
Driven by the requirements for the cryogenic system, the room temperature
pressure of the insulation vacuum before cool-down does not have to be better than
10 Pa (10−1 mbar). At cryogenic temperatures, in the absence of any signicant
leak, the pressure will stabilise itself around 10−4 Pa (10−6 mbar) [17].
2.2.4 Coordinates
In order to have a common understanding of directions in the LHC and related
experiments, there is a convention of having a coordinate system like this:
Figure 2.3: LHC coordinates
The z-direction is along the beam axis, the y is pointing upward to the Swiss-
French surface, and the x-direction points towards the centre of the ring.
ATLAS uses the same set of coordinates, but in addition it is found convenient
to use η (eta 1) and φ (phi) as well. They are dened as follows.
η = −ln(tan
(
θ
2
)
), (2.1)
1pseudo rapidity
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where θ is the angle between the particle track and the z-axis. η is convenient
because it has small steps in the region near the beam pipe, where much interesting
physics occurs. φ is the transverse angle, i.e. the angle between the particle
track projected into the xy-plane and the x-axis. From the denition of the scalar
product, one gets
φ = cos−1
px1 · px2 + py1 · py2
(p2x1 + p
2
y1)(p
2
x2 + p
2
y2)
(2.2)
From gure 2.4, one can see the distribution in η when having a homogeneous
θ-distribution.
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Figure 2.4: Homogeneous θ-distribution with its corresponding η-distribution.
The surface element for spherical coordinates is drdcos θ, and a homogeneous
sphere will hence have the η distribution shown in gure 2.5 where cos(θ) is
uniform. In proton-proton collisions at the LHC, the particle density is higher
in the forward direction, but expected to be roughly uniform in η. This is why η
is used instead of cos θ.
2.2.5 Luminosity
Luminosity, L, is dened as a relation between the production rate and the cross
section:
L = N˙
σtot
(2.3)
where N˙ is the number of particles produced per second and σtot is the total cross
section. From this denition one can see that luminosity has dimension s−1m−2.
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Figure 2.5: Homogeneous cos(θ)-distribution with its corresponding η-
distribution.
The luminosity is the number of scattered particles per cross section. One of the
special advantages to the LHC is the high luminosity, obtained through a high ux
of particles. During normal operation, the LHC will have 2808 bunches in each
beam, with each bunch containing about 1011 protons. This is the reason why
the LHC is operating with protons only, and not proton-antiproton, which had
been easier both in hitting each other  because of their opposite charge  and
circulating  one can use same magnet system to accelerate in both directions.
But since antiprotons are harder to produce in large quanta, it has been decided to
use only protons.
Integrated luminosity is a certain amount of collected data. With the LHC
running with a certain luminosity, the time needed to collect a certain amount of
a certain particle can be calculated as follows: [6]
∫
L dt = N − B
σth · a ·  (2.4)
where N is the number of observed particles, B is number of background particles,
σth is the theoretical cross section, a is the acceptance and  is the efciency.
The cross section is determined from the physics as explained in 1.3.1, while
the luminosity is determined by the accelerator:
L = b
4pi
N1N2
σxσy
frev, (2.5)
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Quantity Number
Circumference 26 659 m
Dipole operating temperature 1.9 K (-271.3◦C)
Number of magnets 9593
Number of main dipoles 1232
Number of main quadrupoles 392
Number of RF cavities 8 per beam
Nominal energy, protons 7 TeV
Nominal energy, ions 2.76 TeV/u [Energy per nucleon]
Peak magnetic dipole eld 8.33 T
Min. distance between bunches ∼7 m
Design luminosity 1034 cm−2 s−1
No. of bunches per proton beam 2808
No. of protons per bunch (at start) 1.1× 1011
Number of turns per second 11 245
Number of collisions per second 600 million
where b bunches circulates with a frequency frev, N1,2 is the number of particles
in each bunch and σx,y is the area of the bunch projected unto the xy-plane.
2.2.6 Energy
The LHC is built to gain protons colliding head-on with an energy of 7 TeV each,
hence 14 TeV in the collision point. This makes the LHC the particle accelerator
with the highest colliding energy ever made. In outer space, however, there are
particles colliding with extremely large energies, e.g. when accelerating towards
a black hole. In the atmosphere of the earth, there are also collisions with higher
energy than in the LHC. The proton consists of quarks and gluons, which means
that it is not really protons as such, but the sub-particles inside them, that collide
with each other. When two energy-rich quarks hit each other they can in reality
get up to 1 TeV, and of course all energies below. With this much energy a lot of
particles can be made, mainly well-known particles in the standard model. One
of the biggest challenges with analyses is to separate interesting phenomena from
the large amount of quarks made, called QCD-background  a jungle of all the
already discovered particles. But, since more energy is available in the LHC than
ever before, there is a large possibility for new phenomena to be discovered. That
is one of the main motivations for building such a large accelerator as the LHC.
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2.2.7 The experiments
There are six experiments along the LHC ring. Two large: ATLAS and CMS, two
medium-size: LHCb and Alice, and two much smaller: TOTEM and LHCf[18]
ATLAS and CMS
ATLAS, A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS, and CMS, Compact Muon Solenoid, are
multi-purpose experiments studying a range of physical phenomena, like search-
ing for the Higgs boson, extra dimensions and dark matter particles. The reason of
having two detectors searching for the same thing is that when CMS claims a dis-
covery, ATLAS can verify it as well as the other way around. They are constructed
in different ways of different teams, and can be considered as independent of each
other.
It is always a good plan for a speculative experimenter to have two
experiments going, or at least one going and one being built. Martin
L. Perl [10].
ALICE
ALICE, A Large Ion Collider Experiment, will study the conditions closely after
the Big Bang by colliding lead ions. The goal is to make a quark-gluon plasma
where quarks and gluons no longer are bounded to each other in the way know
today, and study this condition. The LHC will accelerate lead one month a year
and protons the remainder of the year.
LHCb
LHCb, Large Hadron Collider beauty, will use b-quarks to nd out why the uni-
verse is made up of matter, and not anti-matter. In other words, they are looking
for symmetry breaking when matter is produced.
TOTEM
TOTEM, TOTal Elastic and diffractive cross section Measurement, will with its
construction made for studying forward boosted particles, not colliding particles,
study physical phenomena which other detectors are unable to study. Examples
are measuring the size of the proton and measuring the LHC luminosity very
accurately. TOTEM is located near the CMS detector.
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LHCf
LHCf, Large Hadron Collider forward, will study forward particles to simulate
cosmic rays, to calibrate other experiments, as well as trying to understand what
is going on some hundred kilometres over our heads. LHCf is located near the
ATLAS detector.
2.3 ATLAS
ATLAS is built in several cylindrical layers with end-caps around one of the
LHC’s collision points. The innermost layers, the inner detector, will as pre-
cisely as possible measure the tracks of every trackable particle. The next layers,
the calorimeters, is measuring the energy of electrical particles like electrons and
photons, and of hadrons. Outermost the muon detector tracks the only detectable
particle going through all the other layers: the muon. In the following there is an
in-depth description of every layer.
Figure 2.6: ATLAS Experiment [1]
2.3.1 Inner detector
The ATLAS inner detector (ID) is made to track the charged particles. The AT-
LAS ID consists of three layers. The innermost is the Pixel detector. It is built
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up of three barrel layers and three end-cap disks on each side. The pixel detector
consists of 1 744 modules with 46 080 silicon pixels in each module, adding up to
80 million channels to read out. There are two sizes of the pixels, short and long,
with the respective resolutions: 12 µm in rφ and 69 µm (short)/77 µm(long) in z.
Being the innermost detector layer in ATLAS, it is extremely important to have
a good resolution in order to get a good reconstruction of the impact parameter
and vertex. The next layer is the Semi Conductor Tracker (SCT). It uses silicon
micro-strip detectors for detection. About 2000 of these detectors were tested in
Bergen. The SCT is built up of four barrels and nine end-cap disks at each side.
The resolution is a bit lower than in the pixel detector: 16 µm in rφ and 580 µm
in z, both for barrel and end-caps. The outermost layer in the inner detector is the
Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT). It uses straw detector elements to detect
the particles. It consists of a barrel part with 52 544 straws aligned along the z-
axis. And an end-cap part with 319 488 straws. Whilst the pixel and the SCT have
a high resolution and with a small number of precision measurements, the TRT
have a higher number of measurements with a lower resolution. The main task of
the TRT is to identify the particles.
2.3.2 Solenoid
The ATLAS magnet system consists of one solenoid and eight barrel toroids.
The solenoid is between the inner detector and the calorimeters, providing a
very uniform magnetic eld for measuring the momentum of the charged particles.
It is a 2T superconducting magnet [19].
2.3.3 Calorimeters
Calorimeters measure the energy of neutral and charged particles by absorbing
them with metal plates. By absorption the particles makes showers which then
are detected by sensing elements. Two main types of calorimeters absorb differ-
ent types of particles. The electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter absorbs photons
and electrons, whilst the hadronic calorimeter absorbs hadrons (like protons,
neutrons and pions).
The EM calorimeter is the innermost and uses liquid argon (LAr) as sens-
ing elements. The showers in the argon liberate electrons which are detected.
The hadronic calorimeter uses plastic scintillators in addition to LAr as sensing
elements and is built up of alternating layers of iron (14 mm) and scintillating
tiles (3 mm). When hadrons with E ≥ 5 GeV go through the iron, they can inter-
act with it and make a hadronic shower. The tiles then scintillate, and the signal is
read out by a photomultiplier of the end of each tile.
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The calorimeters stop most of the known particles except from muons and
neutrinos. Hadrons not absorbed in the calorimeters are called punch-throughs.
2.3.4 Toroids
Outside the calorimeters you’ll nd a huge construction of eight toroidal magnets
surrounding the ID and the calorimeters like a barrel. It provides an average eld
of 0.5 T outside the barrel in a toroidal region outside the inner parts of ATLAS,
not as uniform as inside the solenoid.
2.3.5 Muon detector
The outermost layers of ATLAS make up the muon spectrometer. The two main
tasks of the muon spectrometer is to measure the tracks of the muons precisely,
and to make a good trigger and pattern recognition.
2.3.6 Coverage
In the search for new physics, and especially for particles not visible in the detec-
tor, good coverage is needed in order to reconstruct missing energy. ATLAS has a
good transverse (φ) coverage and forward/backward coverage near the beam pipe,
measured with the pseudo-rapidity η 2. ATLAS has a full 360◦ φ-coverage, while
the coverage in η depends on the layer. The precision measurements for pho-
tons, electrons, muons, t-leptons and b-quark jets are performed over |η| < 2.5
(muon spectroscopy extends to |η| < 2.7), while the complete hadronic energy
measurement extends over |η| < 4.9).[20]
2.3.7 Trigger
The ATLAS detector records raw data at a rate of 40 MHz. The following num-
bers about the trigger are estimated numbers on the nominal operation at L =
1034cm−2s−1 with startup number in parentheses (L = 1031cm−2s−1). The rate is
too high to record on disk to be evaluated afterwards, therefore triggers is neces-
sary. The triggers in ATLAS have to reduce the data rate from 40MHz to 200Hz,
which is the storage capacity and what the ofine computing power can handle.
The trigger selects potentially interesting events and throws away the rest, follow-
ing a pre-programmed selection tool. Since it is pre-programmed, a good under-
standing of what is searched for is required, which again requires good models of
new physics.
2η = − ln(tan ( θ
2
)
)
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The triggers in ATLAS can be divided into three groups:
Level 1 trigger – L1
The L1 trigger has to make its decision within 2,5 µs to reduce the rate from
40MHz to 75kHz (40kHz at startup). The decision is made from multiplicities
and energy thresholds from the calorimeter and muon detectors.
Level 2 trigger – L2
The L2 trigger is software-based and uses ne granularity and information not
available to the L1 trigger. L2 uses L1 candidates and RoI, regions-of-interest,
identied at L1, different for each type of events. L2 can initiate the processing of
a new event every 10µs and have in average 40 ms available to process the algo-
rithm. The L2 have to reduce the output data from ∼75 (40) kHz to ∼2(1) kHz.
Event Filter – EF
The EF is, as L1, performed by online software algorithms, but typically uses
similar algorithms as used for the ofine reconstruction. The EF has 4s available
to reduce the rate from 2000 (1000) Hz to 200 Hz, corresponding to ∼300 MB/s.
As L2, the EF works in a seeded mode, but EF now has access to the complete
data for an event, since EF is performed after the event building step.
2.3.8 Tau trigger
As mentioned the trigger works in seed mode, meaning different trigger choices
are made for different types of events. In the following the special trigger choices
for taus will be presented. Again starting with L1.
L1 tau trigger
The algorithm considers a rectangular RoI, 4× 4 towers (0.4× 0.4 in ∆η ×∆φ),
in both the EM and hadronic calorimeters. Among a maximum of eight trigger
thresholds one requirement for passing the trigger is that the core 2 × 2 towers
is a local ET maximum. A candidate passing the L1 tau trigger requirements is
passed to L2 for further consideration.
L2 tau trigger
The L2 tau trigger uses the full calorimeter granularity as well as track information
to do a further selection on the L1 candidates. In order to reject more of the QCD
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background, hadronic tau decay characteristics are exploited. In general, hadrons
originating from a tau decay are more collimated and have lower track multiplicity
than an ordinary hadronic shower.
Tau EF
The EF algorithm follows the ofine reconstruction algorithm as closely as possi-
ble. In section 3.2 the ofine tau reconstruction will be further described.
Information about the trigger section is collected from Expected performance
of the ATLAS Experiment, volume I [21] where there is more detailed informa-
tion.
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Chapter 3
Event reconstruction and selection
of the τ -lepton
As mentioned among the τ -properties in table 1.4, the mean life of a τ -lepton
is ≈ 290 × 10−15s. Travelling with about the speed of light, it reaches in av-
erage 87.11µm. The beam pipe is in the order of cm, and the taus made at the
collision point will never reach out to where the detector starts. Since there are
no interaction point nor tracks for the tau directly, one needs to look at its decay
products. The tau decays into electrons, muons or hadrons. Muons and electrons
are coming from other sources as well, therefore mainly the hadrons-channel for
τ -reconstruction is used to reconstruct the tau. All decay modes includes a ντ , and
the lepton channel in addition a νe or νµ. These will escape detection, and carry
away momentum. When reconstructing the tau, the missing energy from these
neutrinos has to be taken into account. In this analysis, only the hadron channel
will be studied, and EmissT from only one neutrino per tau decay needs to be taken
care of.
Samples used for this study are (table 3.1):
Name Data set
Z0 → τ−τ+ mc09_7TeV.106052.PythiaZtautau.evgen.EVNT.e468
J3 mc09_7TeV.105012.J3_pythia_jetjet.evgen.EVNT.e468
J4 mc09_7TeV.105013.J4_pythia_jetjet.evgen.EVNT.e468
H0 → τ−τ+ mc08.105338.HerwigVBFH120tautauhh.evgen.EVNT.e515
Real data data10_7TeV.00152409.physics_MinBias.merge.RAW
Table 3.1: Data sets used in the analysis
In the rst part of this chapter the chain from simulated and real data to
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analysable output data will be described. In the second half τ -reconstruction is
explained.
3.1 Simulation
To simulate colliding protons as similar to real data as possible the data need to
go through three steps. The common ATLAS framework is called Athena.
Event generation
This is where the events are made. The mostly used tool for this in ATLAS
is Pythia. Pythia uses a Monte Carlo (MC) generator to get randomised out-
put within the processes and laws of the SM. The special package TAUOLA
takes care of the tau decay. MC simulation is a mathematical method us-
ing random numbers to model a process [22]. One can of course also use
MC simulations to look at the theoretical signals of e.g. SUSY. The event
generation follows the rules of the underlying theory exactly and one get
the exact MC truth variables which are good to use to check if analyses are
done correctly.
Detector simulation
In the Detector Simulation, the simulated particles virtually go through AT-
LAS creating the same hits as real particles does. An exact knowledge about
the different parts of ATLAS is then needed, and holes in the detector due to
e.g. electronics or broken modules can be taken into account. Furthermore
the amount and location of material in ATLAS must be known. Studies us-
ing cosmic runs have been very useful to study the response of the detector
and verify the simulation.
Digitisation
The nal step in the simulation is to digitise the tracks in the virtual detector
as if they came from real data taking. The output of digitisation should
therefore be directly comparable to real data.
3.2 Offline reconstruction
The data amount of 300 MB/s, or 2 MB/event[23], coming out of ATLAS after
several triggers and lters is still for most physics purposes too large to handle in
an efcient way. In ofine reconstruction different output formats with smaller
and more user friendly les are produced. Depending on type of study, one can
choose a le format in the reconstruction chain with enough information, but not
too large.
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RDO Raw Data Object
As seen in gure 3.1, RDO is the le format coming out of ATLAS (or sim-
ulation of ATLAS in simulation studies). This is only used for specialised
detector studies, like alignment. Contains all the information, including all
detector information e.g. which channels were out.
ESD Event Summary Data
Reconstructed RDO le, used to make AOD and for detector performance
studies.
AOD Analysis Object Data
Summary of an ESD le. Can be used for analyses.
DPD Derived Physics Data
Analysis specic processed AOD.
Generation
HepMC
Simulation
G4 Hits
Digitization
G4 Digits
Reconstruction
Create AOD
ESD
AOD
Analysis
Real Data
Atlfast
Figure 3.1: ATLAS data-ow, [2]
There are three ways of re-
ducing the amount of data.
Skimming:
The extraction of events
of interest from the data
store; only the interest-
ing events are kept.
Slimming:
Storing a subset of the
data classes rather than
a full copy of the event;
only interesting objects
are kept.
Thinning:
Limiting the objects based
on usefulness for their
physics [23]; only in-
teresting information in
objects, i.e. kinematics,
is kept.
The sample of data used
in this analysis is D3PDs
made from AOD with TauD3PDMaker
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by Peter Rosendahl. The AODs are made by the Tau Working Group. The
Z0 → τ−τ+ -les contain one Z0 decaying into two taus in each event. The
centre-of-mass energy of this simulation is 7 TeV, the same as for the rst fb−1 of
data token. Root version 5.26b is used to analyse the D3PDs.
To reconstruct a tau, both tracking and calorimeter information is used. The
algorithm starts either from a calorimeter seed or tracking seed (or both).
The D3PDs contains both MC generated data, and simulated data. The MC
data contains the true momentum and direction of each tau. These are used to
control the correctness of the code, as well as getting a clue of how good it possibly
can get.
3.2.1 Truth matching
In truth matching, MC simulated information is used to nd reconstructed tau
candidates that match the MC true taus. The truth matching method used, is based
on the direction only. ∆R is dened by the difference in η and φ of the MC
simulated and reconstructed tau.
∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2. (3.1)
See gure 3.2.
Lower ∆R means more similar directions and hence more likely to be the
correct match, and we have chosen to consider reconstructed taus within ∆R <
0.1 of a MC truth tau as approved taus [24]. By this method one obtains really
good taus, but the disadvantage is that in real data there are no truth taus to match
with.
3.2.2 Observables
After reconstruction a large number of variables are available. The momentum
in z-direction differ from x- and y-direction because of boost in z-direction. (See
gure 3.3). pT is the transverse momentum, i.e. the momentum in the xy-plane
and is dened as pT =
√
p2x + p
2
y.
The energy deposited in the detector is from the visible tau decay products,
i.e. all particles except from neutrinos.
The angular distribution of the reconstructed tau is given by η and φ. See
section 2.2.4 for denitions. One can see that the tau candidates are uniformly
distributed in phi, i.e. no preferred direction in the xy-plane. This is as expected,
as the protons collide along the z-axis. The η-case is intuitively more complicated,
but in the scale of η, the distribution is near to uniform, as was the purpose with
η.
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Figure 3.2: ∆R between truth and reconstructed tau.
√
s = 7 TeV
The charge of a particle is an important feature. The tau can only have charge
±1, and a cut based on the whole tau pair having opposite signs is discussed in
section 3.2.4.
In a single event there can occur many taus. In this sample there is one Z0
decaying into two taus in each event. It is therefore mostly two taus in an event.
In order to reconstruct the invariant mass, at least two taus are required. With
events with more than two taus, the two leading (most energetic) taus are chosen.
With two tau candidates, the leading and the next-to-leading tau get different
η distributions for them. The next-to-leading tau seems to be homogeneously
distributed in θ, whereas the leading tau seems to have a preferred direction along
the z-axis. This is explained by the leading tau to be more boosted than the next-
to-leading tau. I.e. the leading tau gets its high energy from the Z0-boost.
3.2.3 Background
There are several backgrounds which need to be addressed. The main task is to
separate the taus in Z0 → τ−τ+ from products from other decay chains. These
backgrounds are taus decaying from other processes than Z0 → τ−τ+ , e.g.
W → τν, and QCD jets (showers of hadrons), that look like taus. The latter are
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Figure 3.3: Momenta of reconstructed tau candidates,
√
s = 7 TeV
called fake taus. QCD jets is for convenience divided into energy ranges as shown
in table 3.2, where the leading track in the jet determines the placing.
Name Energy range σ in used sample # of entries in used sample
J0 8-17 GeV
J1 17-35 GeV
J2 35-70 GeV
J3 70-140 GeV 2.1960 · 103 nb 1317432
J4 140-280 GeV 87.8487 nb 355066
J5 280-560 GeV
J6 560-1120 GeV
J7 1120-2240 GeV
J8 2240- GeV
Table 3.2: Energy ranges for QCD
Since m0Z = 91 GeV, the main QCD background of Z0 → τ−τ+ is J3 and
J4. QCD with only two jets in an event is called dijet, and is the type of jets most
similar to two tau decays. This analysis will hence consider J3 and J4 dijets as
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Figure 3.4: Energy of reconstructed tau candidate.
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s = 7 TeV
background.
• W+Jet, W → l+ν
• Z+Jet, Z → ll
• tt =⇒ t → W ++b and t → W− + b
• QCD jets
In the rst one, one tau is coming from the W, and one taus can be faked from
a jet. In the next two taus are coming from Z0, but a jet can fake a third tau. A
jet from quarks will normally be more spread and have more tracks than a tau jet,
and hence have lower momentum, see gure 3.9. Therefore, when more than two
taus occur in an event, the two leading (most energetic) taus are chosen. The third
example is a top-antitop pair decaying to a W + and W−. The W±s can decay into
taus as in the rst example and two real taus need to be dealt with. In the last both
taus are faked from jets [25].
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Figure 3.5: Eta and phi of reconstructed tau candidate.
√
s = 7 TeV
3.2.4 Requirements on single taus and tau pairs
Without any cuts, the tau signal drowns in QCD background. A main task for a
good Z0 → τ−τ+ study is to make wise cuts on the variables to keep as much
signal as possible and reduce as much background as possible.
The taus are selected by these cuts:
Pseudo rapidity
Cut away 1.3 < |η| < 1.7 and |η| > 2.4 to suppress fake MET and fake
taus from electrons. In the region of |η| between 1.3 and 1.7 is the passage
between barrel and end-cap and the detection coverage is not as good as
elsewhere. A particle is therefore more probable not to be detected and
make fake EmissT contribution. In the region of |η| > 2.4, electrons and
pions are harder to discriminate, which can lead to fake taus from electrons.
Seed
In order to have a chance to separate taus decaying from Z0 and the ones
decaying from H0, good taus are needed. Taus that are both tracking and
calorimeter seeded are more alike to be a tau. A cut requiring both seeded
taus is done in the following.
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Figure 3.6: Charge of reconstructed tau candidates, with QCD (J3) background.√
s = 7 TeV
Charge
A tau always have charge ±1. All other tau candidates are cut away.
Number of prongs
A cut on prongs is not necessary, this is already taken care of when choosing
the right charge. See gure 3.11.
When two tau candidates meeting all these criteria is found in an event, they
are selected to be further investigated as a pair. Any event with no tau or only
one tau candidate with these requirements fullled is rejected. If more than two
tau candidates pass the cuts, the two leading (most energetic) of them are cho-
sen. When later a safe cut is made, this is also done before the two leading tau
candidates are selected. The tau candidate pair must further pass the following
requirements:
OS-SS
Because of charge conservation the two taus decaying from Z0 always have
opposite charge sign. Using this fact, and that QCD will not have any prefer-
ences of same sign (SS) or opposite sign (OS), one can subtract the rst from
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Figure 3.7: Number of reconstructed tau candidates in an event.
√
s = 7 TeV
the last (OS-SS) and theoretically remove no signal and all background.
This is a smarter cut than only removing the SS events, which will give a
clear signal sample, but remove only half of the background. According to
table 3.3, this is the strongest cut in this analysis.
Tau Safe Cuts
The tau reconstruction algorithm has a selection tool with three different
efciencies and rejection factors. Tau Safe Loose cut keeps 70% of the
signal, Tau Safe Medium keeps 50% and Tau Safe Tight keeps 30%. In
gure 3.10, the combinations of charge sign and safe cuts are shown for
signal and the J3 background (J4 behaves in the same way). These are not
weighted to cross sections and should not be directly compared with each
other, only indirectly by looking at the internal distributions of each. One
can see that the dijet sample have about the same number of OS as SS,
independent of safe cut, while the signal have an increasing ratio between
OS and SS with stronger safe cuts. Background also reject more events than
the signal with stronger safe cuts, which will be the reason of choosing a
strong safe cut in the following. The lower right plot shows no background.
The reason is that on the run over 100000 events, there are only 6 OS and
7 SS tau candidates from J3 that pass the tight criteria, not enough to be
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Figure 3.8: η of leading and next-to-leading tau candidate.
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visible on the picture.
Table 3.3 shows how much signal and background one gets after certain cuts
and the signicance of signal over background. Above the double line are cuts
done on single taus, whereas below the double line the cuts are required on (at
least) two taus in the event. In the case of OS-SS, numbers of tau pairs above zero
after subtracting SS from OS were counted. To choose a safe cut, three scenarios
are chosen: Both tau candidates are loose, both are medium and both are tight.
One can see that 2 tight taus give the clearest signal from background. From now
on, 2 tight taus will be selected, both in the CA and boost method as well as by
looking at H0 → τ−τ+ and real data (when possible). By doing this, one can
compare the results directly.
The cross section tells us that in real data, there are about 2500 times more J3
and 100 times more J4 than Z0 → τ−τ+ . In the samples used in this analysis,
there are 2-3 times more signal than background events. The w is correcting for
this, but with much less background compared to signal than in real data, the
scaling will cause high single background peaks instead of a spread.
As an illustration, gure 3.12 and 3.13 shows how the different safe cuts af-
fect signal and background in the Collinear Approximation and the boost method
respectively.
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Figure 3.9: Tau signature vs jet signature
EmissT and cos(∆φ)
The cut of EmissT and cos(∆φ) will be discussed more closely when handling
each of the methods. As one can see in gure 3.14, cos(∆φ) and EmissT are
independent of safe cuts and can be treated separately.
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Z0 → τ−τ+
Requirement σ [fb] % of prev. % of all
all 1.55·106 100
both seeded 1.27·106 82.18 82.18
|charge|=1 6.73·105 52.99 43.54
η < 1.3, 1.7< η <2.4 5.33·105 79.2 34.48
2 tau candidates 1.06·105 19.83 6.84
OS-SS 6.64·104 62.79 4.29
2 loose 5.96·104 89.77 3.85
2 medium 3.73·104 62.59 2.41
2 tight 1.78·104 47.78 1.15
J3
Requirement σ [fb] % of prev. % of all
all 1.27·109 100
both seeded 1.05·109 83.22 83.22
|charge|=1 5.52·108 52.35 43.56
η < 1.3, 1.7< η <2.4 2.64·108 46.07 20.09
2 tau candidates 5.51·107 21.7 4.35
OS-SS 3.34·105 0.61 2.64 ·10−2
2 loose 2.01·105 60.03 1.58·10−2
2 medium 5.25·104 26.14 4.14·10−3
2 tight 5.25 ·104 26.14 4.14 ·10−3
J4
Requirement σ [fb] % of prev. % of all
all 2.67·109 100
both seeded 2.67·109 84.25 84.25
|charge|=1 1.14·109 50.85 42.85
η < 1.3, 1.7< η <2.4 4.96·108 43.36 18.58
2 tau candidates 1.16·108 23.3 4.33
OS-SS 2.15·105 0.19 8.05·10−3
2 loose 1.47·105 68.22 5.49·10−3
2 medium 5.17·104 35.23 1.93·10−3
2 tight 6.67·103 12.9 2.50·10−4
Table 3.3: Table over who much different cuts affect signal and background, all
numbers are weighted by cross section.
√
s = 7 TeV.
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Requirement Z0→τ+τ−
Z0→τ+τ−+J3+J4
all 3.92·10−4
both seeded 3.84·10−4
|charge|=1 3.97·10−4
η < 1.3, 1.7< η <2.4 7.10·10−4
2 tau candidates 6.19·10−4
OS-SS 0.11
2 loose 0.15
2 medium 0.26
2 tight 0.62
Table 3.4: The fraction of signal remaining after different cuts.
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Figure 3.12: CA’s mass distribution with different safe cuts. (Upper left:) CA
with no safe cut, (upper right:) CA with two loose taus, (lower left:) CA with two
medium taus, (lower right:) CA with two tight taus. √s = 7 TeV.
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√
s = 7 TeV.
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Chapter 4
Reconstruction of τ+τ−invariant
mass in Z0 → τ−τ+
Mass Reconstruction from Z0 → τ−τ+ is studied for both MC true taus and
reconstructed ones. For MC truth, no cuts are required.
In the MC truth information, the Z0-mass is not given by an exact value, but
a distribution as shown in gure 4.1. This means that irrespective of how good
the tau selection and the Z0 reconstruction are, a narrower peak than this can
never be expected. In the rst part of the chapter, reconstruction is done from MC
truth taus. In the second part reconstruction from the visible tau decay products is
explained.
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Figure 4.1: MC truth Z0 mass
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4.1 Mass reconstruction with MC truth taus.
4.1.1 The purpose of Z0 reconstruction.
mZ0 is a very important property, which is already well known. In the PDG 1 2008
the value of the Z0-mass is determined to the KeV-scale: 91.1876± 0.0021 MeV [5].
mZ0 is already used to calibrate the detectors, so why study something that is al-
ready well known? The main answer is that the Higgs may decay following the
process H0 → τ+τ−. And that the Higgs may have a mass near to the Z0-mass.
The nearer it is, the more difcult it is to separate the signal from Z0. But the
more we understand the process Z0 → τ−τ+ , the easier it is to separate the two
processes.
4.1.2 The mass reconstruction of a two body decay.
Two taus with known momentum and energy are collected and assumed to be the
only decay product of a single Z0. Since momentum and energy is conserved, the
invariant mass of the Z0 can be calculated. Z0 is assumed to be at rest.
It is convenient to use four-momentum, dened like this:
p = (E, px, py, pz) (4.1)
or more compressed:
p = (E, ~p). (4.2)
The invariant product of two four-vectors is
p1 · p2 = E1 · E2 − ~p2 · ~p2 (4.3)
If particle 1 and 2 are equal, then
p2 = E2 − |~p|2 (4.4)
which again, using
E2 = |~p|2 + m2 (4.5)
shows that a four-momentum squared, is the invariant mass of the particle:
p2 = m2. (4.6)
Since both the momentum and energy are conserved in the decay, the 4-
momentum is conserved.
1Particle Data Group
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pZ = p
+
τ + p
−
τ (4.7)
The four-momentum is then squared
(pZ)
2 = (p+τ + p
−
τ )
2
= (p+τ )
2 + (p−τ )
2 + 2p+τ p
−
τ (4.8)
Recall that the 4-momentum squared is the invariant mass itself, and since τ−and
τ+have equal masses, they just add up. Following calculation rule in equation
(4.3), the 4-momentum is
m2Z = 2(mτ )
2 + 2Eτ+Eτ− − 2~pτ+ · ~pτ−
= 2(mτ )
2 + 2
√
(m2τ + ~p
2
τ+)(m
2
τ + ~p
2
τ−)− 2~pτ+ · ~pτ− (4.9)
mτ ≈ 150mZ0 . Neglecting mτ simplies the calculation to
(pZ)
2 = 2|~pτ+||~pτ−| − 2~pτ+ · ~pτ−, (4.10)
which gives the Z0 reconstructed mass
mZ =
√
2|~pτ+||~pτ−|(1− cos(α)). (4.11)
α is the spacial angle between the two taus. In gure 4.2, we check the validity
of neglecting mτ by comparing the mass distributions of Z0 from two MC truth
τ -particles encountering (right) and neglecting (left) mτ in the calculation.
There is a 130 MeV difference, where the Z0-mass with mτ included lies
closest up to the PGD value of of Z0, which is about 91.19 GeV [5]. Thus, it is
seen that neglecting mτ makes a small change in the mass reconstruction.
4.2 With reconstructed taus
In the MC truth samples, the tau momentum, pτ , is exactly known. In real colli-
sions this is not the case. In each tau decay there are neutrinos escaping with some
part of the momentum. The invariant mass calculated from the visible parts of the
taus is therefore expected to be smaller than for the truth taus.
In gure 4.3, the visible taus are reconstructed and the invariant mass is calcu-
lated from all tau candidates, with the cuts dened in the previous chapter.
The decay is, as described in section 1.4, both leptonic and hadronic. Where
hadronic means mostly pions. We should therefore be able to construct the Z 0-
mass from visible decay products by using the collected momenta from pions, and
get the same result as the reconstructed taus as shown in gure 4.4, which shows
the mass reconstructed when the generated pion energies are used.
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Figure 4.2: Z0 mass reconstruction with mτ neglected (left) and included (right).
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Figure 4.3: Mass reconstruction of visible tau decay products in Z0 → τ−τ+
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Chapter 5
Collinear Approximation
In the previous chapter, the mass reconstruction became as good as it can get using
just the visible parts of the tau decays. This chapter will focus on the optimisa-
tion of the mass reconstruction with a method called Collinear Approximation
(CA). The strengths and limits of the CA, cuts that are needed and the need of
complementary methods will be discussed.
5.1 The concept of missing energy, EmissT
In order to understand the CA, the concept of missing energy has to be understood.
In LHC, the colliding protons is travelling along the z-axis (Recall gure 2.3).
The momentum in the xy-plane hence is zero before the collision, and because
of momentum conservation also after collision. Summing up the momentum of
visible and invisible particles should give zero:
~pT (visible) + ~pT (invisible) = 0 (5.1)
By invisible particles hereby particles not detected in ATLAS are meant.
Since the neutrino have neglectable mass (<2 eV [5]), the momentum carries
all its energy, ~pν = Eν . By saying that EmissT is only due to neutrinos, one obtains:
~EmissT = ET (ν) = ~pν = −~pT (visible). (5.2)
And this is the clue of calculating EmissT : the sum of all transverse momenta is
detected and the vector missing in order to have zero momenta is constructed and
called EmissT .
Figure 5.1 shows the energy and transverse angle distribution of the EmissT for
events containing Z0 → τ−τ+ . This angular distribution is expected to be uni-
form, and the reason for the non-uniform distribution is not known. The same
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strange distribution occurs in the J3 and J4 samples as well as in real data (g-
ure 8.2).
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Figure 5.1: Reconstructed EmissT .
√
s = 7 TeV.
One could wish to calculate the missing energy in the z-direction as well, but
this is not possible because
• Protons have an inner structure, and the partons, not the whole proton is
colliding. Thus the momentum in the z-direction in general is not zero.
• ATLAS is designed to cover |η| < 4.9 [26], meaning that particles travelling
with |η| > 4.9 escapes.
The latter is also a reason that some of the transverse momentum being lost as
well. This is shown in gure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: |η| vs ντ pT and ντ pT for η > 4.9.
√
s = 7 TeV.
To the left |η| of the neutrino is plotted versus the pT of the neutrino. This
shows both less entries and smaller pT in |η| > 4.9. To the right is the pT distri-
bution of only neutrinos with |η| > 4.9. The fraction of neutrinos with |η| > 4.9
is 1.8%. The mean value is also much lower for |η| > 4.9: 3.9 GeV against
13.2 GeV for the whole η-range. A cut on a lower |η|, done in section 5.5, will
remove events with this problem.
5.2 The concept of the CA
The CA builds upon two assumptions.
1. The neutrinos are collinear (go in the same direction) as the visible de-
cay products.
This holds, since mZ/mτ  1.
2. All the missing energy is due to neutrinos from tau decays.
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Figure 5.3: EmissT versus vector sum of the neutrino transverse energy.√
s = 7 TeV.
This is veried in gure 5.3, where all true tau-neutrinos in each event are
summed up,
∑
~ντ , and plotted versus the reconstructed EmissT . Ideally a
straight line with slope 1 should be seen; a better tau selection would im-
prove this.
3. Then the transverse angle of the vector sum of the neutrino momenta
should coincide with the transverse angle of the missing energy.
When assumption 1 and 2 holds, number 3 follows. In gure 5.4, the trans-
verse angle between EmissT and the sum of the neutrinos are plotted. The
peak at zero veries the coincidence between the EmissT transverse angle and
the transverse angle of the missing energy.
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5.3 Z boost
For kinematic reasons, the assumption of collinearity is more likely to hold if the
decay products from Z0 are boosted. The method of CA is known from the work
with H0 → τ−τ+ , where it is a good method since mH/2mτ  1, and hence
the taus are highly boosted [27]. The rst task is to nd out whether the taus from
Z0 → τ−τ+ is boosted as well.
To that purpose, the spacial angle between two taus is introduced, α, and the
angle in the xy-plane, ∆φ. They are calculated as follows:
cos(α) =
(p1xp
2
x + p
1
yp
2
y + p
1
zp
2
z)√
p1xp
1
x + p
1
yp
1
y + p
1
zp
1
z
√
p2xp
2
x + p
2
yp
2
y + p
2
zp
2
z
(5.3)
cos(∆φ) =
(p1xp
2
x + p
1
yp
2
y)√
p1xp
1
x + p
1
yp
1
y
√
p2xp
2
x + p
2
yp
2
y
(5.4)
In gure 5.5 (without cuts), the cos (∆φ) to the left show a large tendency of
the taus to be back-to-back in the transverse plane, while in 3D the taus have a
tendency of being both back-to-back and having same direction. This  that the
taus are boosted in the z-direction  is expected from gure 1.1, since the decay
products have to be boosted in the same direction as their mother.
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Figure 5.5: cos (∆φ) and cos α between the two leading taus.
√
s = 7 TeV.
5.4 Explanation of the method
The visible mass can be illustrated by subtracting the MC truth neutrinos from the
MC truth taus, see gure 5.6 (left). To the right, the neutrinos are treated as EmissT
and fed into the method as such. This veries that the CA method works properly.
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Figure 5.6: Mass reconstruction of MC true τ -
∑
true ~ντ (left), the CA with true∑
~ντ (right).
√
s = 7 TeV.
Figure 5.7 shows the reconstruction of the invariant mass without any correc-
tions to the left, and with the CA to the right, using reconstructed EmissT to correct
for the neutrino energy. One can see that the CA shifts the mass peak to a higher
mass, closer to the known mZ , and makes the peak narrower as well.
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Figure 5.7: Reconstructed visible mass (left), mCA with EmissT (right).
√
s = 7 TeV.
The details of the method is as follows:
Starting from assumption 2, all EmissT is due to neutrinos,
~ν1 + ~ν2 = ~E
miss
T , (5.5)
the CA algorithm projects the EmissT unto the basis made by the two visible
taus. In the following, τ1x should be understood as px for the τ1, etc. Collinearity
requires the neutrino to be a fraction a of the tau vector, with the same direction:
a · ~τ1 + b · ~τ2 = ~EmissT (5.6)
With a decomposition in x and y, two equations are obtained, from which a and b
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can be solved.
a ·
(
τ1x
τ1y
)
+ b
(
τ2x
τ2y
)
=
(
EmissT x
EmissT y
)
(5.7)
aτ1x + bτ2y = E
miss
T x
aτ2x + bτ2y = E
miss
T y
I a =
EmissT x− bτ2x
τ1x
I in II
(
EmissTx − bτ2x
τ1x
)
τ1y + bτ2y = E
miss
Ty
EmissTx τ1y
τ1x
− bτ2xτ1y
τ1x
+ bτ2y = E
miss
Ty (5.8)
b =
τ1xE
miss
Ty − EmissTx τ1y
τ1xτ2y − τ2xτ1y (5.9)
Summing up all directions, i.e. including the z-direction, the energy of the neutri-
nos is calculated as follows:
ν1 =
√
(aτ1x)2 + (aτ1y)2 + (aτ1z)2 (5.10)
and similarly for ν2. Adding the reconstructed neutrino energies to the recon-
structed taus, a better approximation of the taus is obtained.
τCA1 = τ
reco
1 + ν
reco
1 (5.11)
and similarly on τ2.
These new τCA momenta are now ready to be lled into equation (4.11) on
page 52. The tau-mass does not contribute to the CA method and will from this
point on be neglected.
5.5 Requirements for a successful application of the
CA
In this section the cuts on cos(∆φ)and EmissT are discussed.
The CA breaks down for cos(∆φ)=1, i.e. when the visible taus are back-to-
back. The reason is that EmissT cannot be projected down to back-to-back events,
since there is then only one independent axis (see g. 5.8). The mathematical
explanation is that one of the lines in the matrix equation (5.7) gets lled with
zeros. By small deviations from a back-to-back scenario, it is mathematically
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Figure 5.8: Trying to decompose a vector unto a basis of parallel vectors.
possible to reconstruct the neutrinos, but they become enormously energetic in
order to correct for the EmissT in the direction perpendicular to one of the taus.
Low EmissT indicates that the two neutrinos are back-to-back, or close to such.
The momenta cancel each other out, and therefore the reconstruction algorithms
register only a small or no deviation from summing the visible momenta up to
zero.
From gure 5.9 one can see that EmissT and cos(∆φ)are not completely inde-
pendent of each other; a cut on cos(∆φ)will affect the results of EmissT and vice
versa  one should keep that in mind. Short studies have indicated that the CA
will depend much more on a cos(∆φ)-cut than on a cut on EmissT . In the fol-
lowing, a cut on cos(∆φ)will rst be carefully examined, and then will come a
smaller discussion on EmissT afterwards.
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s = 7 TeV.
Figure 5.10 shows mass reconstruction using the CA (mCA ) versus cos(∆φ)(top),
and EmissT (bottom). Optimal cuts are not trivial to determine from these plots. A
closer analysis is needed and made in the following.
5.5.1 Cut on cos(∆φ)
In the gure 5.11, mCA versus cos(∆φ)(upper left) is divided into horizontal slices,
each slice tted with a Gaussian. The upper plot shows the mean value, the middle
the sigma of the Gaussian, and the lower shows the number of entries in each slice.
Values for cos(∆φ)>0.8 is not shown in gure 5.11; because of low statistics the
uncertainties are extremely large. One can see the mean value increasing towards
cos(∆φ)=-1; therefore, the range between -1 and -0.9 is further investigated.
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Figure 5.11: Analysis plots of the CA versus cos(∆φ).
√
s = 7 TeV.
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Figure 5.12: Analyse plots of the CA versus cos(∆φ)for −1 < cos(∆φ) < −0.9.√
s = 7 TeV.
Figure 5.12 shows slice plots for −1 <cos(∆φ)< −0.9. Here, one can see
that the mCA holds good values up to about -0.99. One can gain much statistics by
going from a requirement of cos(∆φ)>-0.9 to -0.99. Figure 5.13 shows mCA for
a cut at cos(∆φ) > − 0.9 (upper left), mCA when−0.9 > cos(∆φ) > − 0.99
(upper right), mCA for −0.99 > cos(∆φ) > − 0.999 (lower left), and the
remaining events where cos(∆φ) < − 0.999 (lower right). Here one can also
see that a cut on cos(∆φ)> −0.99 is harmless, but a cut on -0.999 would be less
fruitful. A cut on -0.99 keeps 93.9% of the signal, against only 39.8% on -0.9. A
requirement of cos(∆φ) > − 0.99 is hence recommended, and also consistent
with [28] and [29].
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Figure 5.13: CA mass reconstruction with different cos(∆φ)cuts.
√
s = 7 TeV.
5.5.2 Cut on EmissT
One commonly cuts on EmissT >20 GeV. The argument for this requirement is that
by low EmissT there probably are neutrinos escaping in opposite directions (back-
to-back) cancelling each other’s energy and the total EmissT hence is lower than it
should be.
Figure 5.14 shows the CA versus EmissT with background (J3 and J4). One
cannot set a reasonable cut on EmissT from these plots, and a deeper study is needed.
Figure 5.14 is divided into horizontal slices each tted with a Gaussian. This will
give an idea of how well the CA performs in the different EmissT regions.
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Figure 5.14: Prole plot of mCA versus EmissT for EmissT < 20 GeV.
√
s = 7 TeV.
At the top in gure 5.15 one can see a stable mCA even for small EmissT . The
middle shows the sigma of the Gauss t of each slice. The strange behaviour for
large EmissT is due to low statistics, which one can see from the bottom plot. There
is too low statistics in background to make such analysis plots.
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Figure 5.15: Prole plot of mCA versus EmissT .
√
s = 7 TeV.
No cut on EmissT is recommended for the CA.
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5.6 Absolute limitations in the CA
5.6.1 Unphysical neutrino energies
It is only possible to project the EmissT onto τ1 and τ2 directions if EmissT lies between
the smallest angle between the two taus. Otherwise the fraction of τ1, a, or τ2, b,
(or both) in equation 5.7 has to be negative in order to reconstruct the direction
of EmissT . The reconstructed neutrinos will then have negative energy, which is
unphysical. This happens in about 84% of the cases (after all other cuts). Table 5.1
shows for how much signal and background the CA can create physically allowed
neutrinos. The uncertainities are calculated as:
1√
number of cases
(5.12)
Signal (15.6± 0.4)%
J3 (20± 6)%
J4 (26± 16)%
Table 5.1: Signal surviving requirement of physically allowed neutrinos.
Probable reasons for this happening:
1. The neutrinos are not collinear with the tau directions
2. There is missing energy that originates from other sources than the tau de-
cays
3. There are holes in the detector providing fake missing energy
4. Badly selected taus
Table 5.2 shows how much of each cos(∆φ)-region that passes the requirement of
positive neutrino energy in Z0 → τ−τ+ .
region Eν > 0 amount of signal
cos(∆φ) > − 0.9 (20.1± 0.8)% 27%
−0.9 > cos(∆φ) > − 0.99 (14.8± 0.7) % 32%
−0.99 > cos(∆φ) > − 0.999 (13.2± 0.8) % 25%
cos(∆φ) < − 0.999 (13.3± 1.1) % 15%
Table 5.2: Signal surviving requirement of physically allowed neutrinos in differ-
ent cos(∆φ)-regions.
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5.7 Result
In gure 5.16, the mass distribution made with the CA on Z0 → τ−τ+ after
all recommended cuts is shown. A Gaussian t gives a mean value of 83.5 with
σ = 14.8. The known Z0 value of 91.2 GeV is within 1σ.
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Figure 5.16: Reconstructed invariant mass using the CA with all recommended
cuts.
√
s = 7 TeV.
5.8 Summary
• The CA is a good method with some limitations:
– The CA reconstructs unphysical neutrinos in (81.5 ± 0.5)% of the
events, which are rejected.
– The CA breaks down when the reconstructed visible taus are back-to-
back. A cut on cos(∆φ)> −0.99, which keeps 84.8 % of the signal, is
recommended.
• No need of a EmissT -cut.
• Need of a new method that can gain more information from the taus.
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• Reconstruction of invariant mass with CA in Z0 → τ−τ+ gives
m0Z = 84± 15 GeV (gure 5.16).
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Chapter 6
Boost method
In the previous chapter, the limitations of the CA by high transversal angle be-
tween the two visible taus became clear. A new method, developed by Bjarne
Stugu 1 , and Thomas Burgess 1 has potential to be a better approximation in
these cases.
The method builds upon ideas from Boost Mass technique [30] and a na¤ve
approach saying that the leading tau must have least loss from the neutrino and
hence be more similar to the mother tau.
The visible taus are boosted into the Z0’s centre-of-mass frame. This is done
using the fact that the taus decay close to back-to-back in the this frame. The
method guesses a boost iteratively until one reaches a reference system where the
taus are back-to-back. As shown in section 5.3, taus are mainly boosted in the
z-direction. Figure 6.1 shows β from MC truth Z0 and calculated from boost
method: β = p||
/E . This veries that the boost method nds β quite precisely.
The chipped structure is due to a too large range of accepted β. This should
be regulated in the improvement of the method. A further project could be to
improve the method by implementing information from EmissT to boost in both z-
and transverse directions.
1Department of Physics and Technology, University of Bergen
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Figure 6.1: β for Z0 in z-direction from MC truth (left) and from boosting method
(right). √s = 7 TeV.
The momenta of the visible taus in the Z0 centre-of-mass frame cannot be
larger then the half of the Z0 mass. Or, if decaying from H0, not larger than mH0
2
.
The plot of twice the momentum of the leading tau is hence expected to have a
smeared triangular shape with the Z0 mass at the end-point. Figure 6.2 shows the
distribution of this quantity for fully simulated Z0 → τ−τ+ .
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Figure 6.2: Boost method with triangular t.
√
s = 7 TeV.
The plot is tted with a Gaussian smeared triangle where the end point rep-
resent the reconstructed mass. The parameters are optimised to give the smallest
χ2/ndf 2. Table 6.1 list the input (i.e. rst guess) parameters used in this analysis.
Parameter Size
Min 45 GeV
Max 100 GeV
Slope of triangle(p0) 28.9 GeV/number of entries
Crosses y-axis (p1) -99 number of entries
Sigma of Gaussian (p2) 11 GeV
End point (p3) 89.2 GeV
Table 6.1: Parameters for triangle t
The triangle t is strongly dependent on the input parameters and has a ten-
dency to give negative values of σ, which is unphysical. The problem is temporar-
ily solved by setting limits on σ ∈ {0, 100}. An advantage of the t method would
2number of degrees of freedom
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be to use the quantities of the distribution itself to determine the input parameters
like mean value, maximum, RMS etc. This will save much time spent on tting
the individual distributions, as done in this analysis. Note that the outcome end-
point parameter is 89.24 with a very small error, not reaching the known Z 0 mass
of 91.2 GeV. The small errors are obviously wrong, and a better method of calcu-
lating the errors is done in section 6.5. Therefore, the errors listed in gure 6.2,
6.4, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, and 7.8 should be ignored.
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Figure 6.3: Boost method with Z0 → τ−τ+ (red), J3 (black) and J4 (blue).√
s = 7 TeV.
6.1 Crack regions, a review
The cuts on tau η in chapter 3, was to avoid fake taus and fake EmissT . The boost
method does not (yet) use information from EmissT and fake EmissT is not a problem.
The plot to the left in gure 6.4 veries this statement as the boost method seems
to work in the region of 1.3 < η < 1.7. The right plot in gure 6.4 shows the EmissT
fake rate region, η > 2.4, which one can see is not affecting the boost methods.
One actually expects the boost method to be especially good in this region because
taus with high eta tends to have high boost in the z-direction. Due to this, no cut
on η is recommended in the boost method.
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Figure 6.4: Boost method for different η cuts.
√
s = 7 TeV.
6.2 Cut on cos(∆φ)
For small cos(∆φ) (more back-to-back), the taus have a smaller boost in the trans-
verse plane. Since the boost method neglects possible transverse boosts, it per-
forms better when there is no transverse boost. This makes the boost method a
complementary method to the CA. Analysing the boost method versus cos(∆φ) is
done by the FitSlices method in root. Using the parameters of the triangle t set in
table 6.1, slices with different range of cos(∆φ)are tted with the triangle method.
As seen left in gure 6.5, the end point parameter stabilises with decreasing
cos(∆φ), as expected. The values lie mostly above the known m0Z = 91.2 GeV.
χ2/ndf is around 1-2, slightly increasing for smaller cos(∆φ)ending up with an
extremely large value of 100, close to cos(∆φ)= -1. This is due to the weakness
by using the same input parameters for all slices, and the method being strongly
dependent of them. It is therefore hard to recommend a cut on cos(∆φ)from this
alone. For this purpose, mboost is plotted for four different cos(∆φ)regions, see
gure 6.6. The same regions as for CA in gure 5.13 are chosen afterwards to
make it directly comparable with the CA performance.
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Figure 6.5: Boost method end point versus cos(∆φ)
√
s = 7 TeV.
They are all tted with the triangle t, but with different input parameters
giving the individual lowest χ2/ndf. Contrary to mCA , mboost has a tail of events
with high energies for low cos(∆φ), but a sharper edge for lower cos(∆φ). For
the three plots with cos(∆φ)<-0.9, a lower χ2/ndf is achieved than by cos(∆φ)>-
0.9. A requirement of cos(∆φ)<-0.9 keeps 81.6 ± 0.4% of the events and is
recommended.
6.3 Cut on EmissT
Since the boost method neglects the EmissT , one could expect it too have a sharper
edge for small EmissT . Figure 6.7 shows four different EmissT regions: > 20 GeV,
10 < GeV < 20, 5 < GeV < 10, GeV< 5. One cannot, from these plots, observe
a change in the sharpness of the edge. Due to this, no requirements on the EmissT is
recommended.
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Figure 6.6: Boost method for different cos(∆φ)cuts.
√
s = 7 TeV.
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Figure 6.7: Boost method for different EmissT regions.
√
s = 7 TeV.
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6.4 When CA does not work
About 84% of the signal is lost in CA because the method reconstructs neutrinos
with negative energy. The boost method does not have any such constraints and it
is interesting to see that the boost method performs well when CA doesn’t. This,
together with good performance for low cos(∆φ), makes the boost method a good
complementary method to the CA. In gure 6.8, one can see that the boost method
works well, when it is applied on events where the CA reconstruct neutrinos with
negative energy.
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trinos with negative energy.
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6.5 Result
With all recommended cuts, one gets a 2·τ,lead-distribution shown in gure 6.9.
The stability of the tted edge value was tested by randomising the distribution.
The error is gained through a randomisation of the distribution 1000 times (1000
pseudo-experiments). By tting each pseudo experiment, one gets the edge dis-
tribution shown in gure 6.10. This gives m0Z = 88.7 ± 0.2 GeV. This error is
obviously to small, which is due to xed input parameters (edge input parameter
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= 88.6 GeV). The same input parameters are used for all 1000 pseudo experi-
ments, resulting in a too small variation in the edge, but large values of χ/ndf.
The value is also consistently too small compared to the known m0Z-value. This
could be a calibration issue; the calorimeters register less energy than the particles
really have, and one gets generally lower energy values. It could also be that the
smeared triangle t is too simple, this rst guess of a t function should be further
investigated and improved.
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Figure 6.9: Boost method with all recommended cuts.
√
s = 7 TeV.
6.6 Summary
• In the boost method, the reconstructed taus are boosted along the z-axis
until they are back-to-back. Two times the momentum of the leading tau
should give a smeared triangle distribution with endpoint in the mass value
of the mother particle.
• The boost method works better for transverse back-to-back taus and any
EmissT direction and is therefore a good complementary method to the CA.
A requirement of cos(∆φ)<-0.9 keeps 81.6 ± 0.4% of the events and is
recommended.
• A possible upgrade of the method is to implement EmissT information.
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Figure 6.10: The edge of 1000 randomised 2pτ,lead-distributions.
• The triangular t is strongly dependent on the input parameters, and a better
way of setting the parameters is required. It should also be considered to
make a t function that ts the distribution better.
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Chapter 7
Comparing with H0 → τ−τ+
H0 is so similar to the Z0 that the methods discussed in chapter 5 and 6 should
work properly with a sample of H0 → τ−τ+ as well.
From gure 7.1 one can see that a Higgs at this mass would decay to b~b in
about 70% of the cases, WW in 10-11%, and ττ and gg in 7% of the cases. b~b and
gg produce hadronic showers, which contribute to QCD background. W decays
to one tau in ≈11% of the cases, and to hadrons in 68% og the cases. Therefore,
the main background will be QCD jets and taus from Z0 → τ−τ+ .
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Figure 7.1: Branching fractions for Higgs decay versus m0H [3]
Used in this analysis is a H0 → τ−τ+ sample, with m0H = 120 GeV. Each
of the 9998 events consist of one H0 decaying to two taus, which again decays
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hadronically. The cross section is 75.3 · 10−6 nb. This causes a weighting factor
of 5.75451 · 10−9. With this cross section, one expects to nd four orders of mag-
nitude more Z0s than Higgs. One can already see the main difculty of nding
the Higgs: separating it from the Z0.
7.1 Energy and opening angle
Figure 7.2 shows the longitudinal (left) and transverse (right) momentum of the
reconstructed taus in H0 → τ−τ+ . The lack of entries in pT for small energies
comes from trigger requirements.
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Figure 7.2: Longitudinal (left) and transverse (right) momentum of the recon-
structed taus in H0 → τ−τ+ . √s = 7 TeV.
Since the m0H > m0Z  2mτ , it is expected that the decaying taus are boosted.
This is validated in gure 7.3 where one can see a back-to-back tendency in the
transverse plane, while in 3D, all angles are about equally represented. One ex-
pects both the CA and the boost method to work well.
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Figure 7.3: cos(φ) and cos(α) between the two leading reconstructed taus in
H0 → τ−τ+ . √s = 7 TeV.
The β in H0 → τ−τ+ , calculated from the boost method is shown in g-
ure 7.4. Due to low statistics, it is hard to compare directly to the β-plot in g-
ure 6.1 calculated from Z0 → τ−τ+ . In H0 → τ−τ+ no signicant peaks are
observed, while there in Z0 → τ−τ+ are signicant peaks in β = ±1.
7.2 CA with H0 → τ−τ+
In gure 7.5 the CA performance is shown on H0 → τ−τ+ alone. A Gaussian
t gives a peak at (110.9±10.0) GeV, which is about the expected value; mH =
120 GeV is within the errors. In gure 7.6 the background (Z0 → τ−τ+ , J3
and J4) is taken into account. The Higgs bosons drown in the tail of Z0s at high
energies. A harder cut on cos(∆φ) would remove much of the high energetic
events. Requiring cos(∆φ) >-0.9, instead of the recommended -0.99 (gure 7.7,
gives the Higgs a better ratio to background, but it drowns still. The method of
CA cannot discover a Higgs with mH = 120 GeV alone.
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Figure 7.4: β calculated from the boost method with reconstructed taus from
H0 → τ−τ+ . √s = 7 TeV.
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Figure 7.5: CA with H0 → τ−τ+ . √s = 7 TeV.
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Figure 7.6: CA with Z0 → τ−τ+ + H0 → τ−τ+ (left) and additionally + J3 +
J4 (right). √s = 7 TeV.
7.3 Boost method with H0 → τ−τ+
In gure 7.8 is the boost method performance shown on H 0 → τ−τ+ alone. The
number of events passing the requirements is only 241. This low number is mainly
due to the recommended cut on cos(∆φ)<-0.9, which in H 0 → τ−τ+ cuts
78 ± 3%. Using the triangle t described in chapter 6, the lowest χ/ndf gives an
end-point value of 119.2 GeV, but the error is hard to say anything about. The
parameter errors listed in the gure are wrong. With a better way of determi-
nating the input parameters, the method of rendomised pseudo-experiments, ex-
plained in section 6.5, could give a reasonable error. With a good separation from
Z0 → τ−τ+ background, e.g. with spin studies, this method can be used to deter-
mine the mH . Figure 7.9 takes the background (Z0 → τ−τ+ , J3 and J4) into ac-
count. The Higgs signal drowns in the background, especially the Z0 → τ−τ+ ,
and can not be separated by the boost method only.
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Figure 7.8: boost H0 → τ−τ+ . √s = 7 TeV.
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Figure 7.9: boost with Z0 → τ−τ+ + H0 → τ−τ+ . √s = 7 TeV.
7.4 Discussion
The CA and the boost method are not good enough to separate Z0 → τ−τ+ events
from H0 → τ−τ+ events with a H0 mass at 120 GeV at 7 TeV. In CA, the H0
signal seems to drown in the high energetic tail of Z0s. A looser cos(∆φ)-cut;
> 0.9 instead of the  in this analysis  recommended -0.99, removes much of
the tail and gives a better ratio between H0 and Z0, but the difference is still too
large to separate them. Also the boost method has no chance of separating the two
signals. The H0 → τ−τ+ signal is simply too weak. A better separation goes
in the direction of better tau selections, and even more with a method taking other
differences into account between the Z0 and the H0 than the difference between
their respective masses. A spin study is a good candidate for this. After nding
a method to remove the Z0 → τ−τ+ background, one can use the CA and the
boost method to determine the Higgs mass.
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Chapter 8
Comparing with real data
The rst period of data taking with the LHC is at 7 TeV. The plan is to run until
1 fb−1 of data is collected. This is estimated to take 18-24 months. The dataset
used in this chapter is run number 152409, created April 5th 2010 with 5593559
events. This will be studied with the CA and the boost method as far as is reason-
able.
In table 8.1 the number of tau pairs that pass the safe cut requirements are
listed. When applying the OS-SS on these data, only (7.8±1.6)% of the tau pairs
when applied on the CA and (3.2±0.8)% of the tau pairs when applied on the
boost method, is left. The requirements  recommended in section 3.2.4 
would remove too much data, and hence, the only requirement on the tau candi-
date is charge = ±1.
Safe cut Number
taus 141291
loose taus 10279
medium taus 3675
tight taus 840
tau pairs 17518
tau pairs, 2 loose 320
tau pairs, 2 medium 55
tau pairs, 2 tight 2
Table 8.1: Number of taus and tau pairs that pass different safe cuts.
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8.1 Observables
The transverse and longitudinal momentum, shown in gure 8.1, is from single
taus. More high energetic entries in p|| than in pT show a boost in the z-direction,
as expected.
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Figure 8.1: Transverse (left) and longitudinal (right) momentum for real tau can-
didates,
√
s = 7 TeV.
The EmissT have been an important quantity through this analysis, so let’s take
a look on what it looks like in the real data. In gure 8.2, the EmissT distri-
bution shown left is similar to what we got from simulation (gure 5.1). The
cos(∆φ)distribution to the right in gure 8.2 shows the same distribution as the
simulation (gure 5.1).
As a pair, no further constrains are done except of nding two qualifying taus
in the same event, and OS-SS.
8.2 The CA with real data
From 17518 tau pairs, 3805 of them pass the criteria of the CA reconstruction
of positive neutrino energies. This amounts to 17.8 ± 0.7%. The 146 tau pairs
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Figure 8.2: EmissT (left) and cos(∆φ)(EmissT ) (right) on real data,
√
s = 7 TeV.
that are left after the OS-SS are shown in gure 8.3. Due to low statistics, the
OS and SS background distributions are not equal, and do hence not cancel each
other out. A little bump is observed around 80 GeV, but due to very low statistics
and the fact that no cos(∆φ)-cuts, safe cuts, seed cuts nor η-cuts are applied, one
cannot be certain this comes from Z0 decaying taus, instead of from background
uctuations.
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s = 7 TeV.
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8.3 Boost method with real data
The boost method works on all tau pairs, and 436 tau pairs are left after OS-SS.
In gure 8.4, one can see the boost method applied on these 436 tau pairs. Due to
unreduced background, the distribution looks different from the simulations, and
a triangle t on this is meaningless.
The β generated from the boost method is shown in gure 8.5.
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Figure 8.5: β from boost method on real data,
√
s = 7 TeV.
8.4 Conclusions
With 5593559 events, 141291 tau candidates and 17518 tau pairs have been handed
in. Over 90% of the signal is removed by applying the OS-SS, and hence, no
further cuts than the charge and OS-SS are applied. To get any result of mass
reconstruction from such few tau pairs is near to meaningless, but one can see that
the methods are working, ready to handle more data.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
The escaping neutrinos is the main problem in the mass reconstruction in simu-
lated Z0 → τ−τ+ events. In this analysis two different methods of dealing with
the neutrinos have been studied: the Collinear Approximation (CA), and the boost
method. The CA uses the EmissT information to correct for the missing energy com-
ing from neutrinos, by assuming that the visible and invisible decay products are
collinear, and that the neutrinos are the only source of EmissT .
In the boost method the visible decay products are boosted in the z-direction
until they are as back-to-back as possible. As the taus should have the same mo-
mentum in this frame, the neutrino contribution is assumed to be less dominant
for the leading tau. Doubling this momentum gives a smeared triangular shape
with its end-point at mZ0 .
The CA calculates neutrinos with negative energy in 84% of the cases. These
events cannot be used by the CA as it functions today. The boost method does not
have any such constrains, and has the advantage of working for all events, which
increases the statistics.
The CA breaks down for transverse back-to-back taus, and a requirement of
cos(∆φ) > − 0.99 is recommended from the results of this analysis. Transverse
back-to-back taus have less transverse boost, and the boost method works better
for these. A requirement of cos(∆φ) < − 0.9 is recommended. This makes the
two methods overlapping in cos(∆φ)and good complementary methods of each
other.
A requirement on EmissT is not found necessary for the CA, nor for the boost
method.
With both methods, the reconstructed mass tends to be lower than the known
value. This might be a calibration problem.
The triangle t function describes the 2 · pτ,lead-distribution quite well as a rst
guess, but can be improved in order to t the distribution better. It needs also an
improvement by making it independent of the input parameters.
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Both methods work well on H0 → τ−τ+ isolated, but are not able to separate
the Higgs signal from the background of Z0 → τ−τ+ ; the cross section of the
Higgs signal is too small.
From 5593559 events of real data, 17518 tau pairs, with the requirement of
|charge|=1, were found. 3805 of them pass the criteria for positive neutrino energy
in the CA. A little bump around 80 GeV were observed, but this could be due to
uctuations; there were only 30 events in this bump. The boost method uses all
17518 pairs, but no triangular shape was observed, as expected when no signal is
present. This will probably change with more data and the possibility to remove
more background.
Further work
The CA is an established method and will be used without further improvements,
yet a requirement of 1-prong decays may give a better approximation, since
3-prongs and more necessarily becomes more acollinear.
The boost method is a new method, developed this year. It is a promising
method with room for improvements. The boost method does not make use of
the EmissT information, which is the only empirical information we have about
the neutrinos. One could improve the boost method by implementing the EmissT
information into it.
Finally, a spin study could be a good approach to separate taus originating
from Z0 → τ−τ+ from taus coming from H0 → τ−τ+ . After a good sep-
aration, the CA and the boost method will greatly benet future studies of mass
reconstruction in H0 → τ−τ+ , Z0 → τ−τ+ and other tau-related studies.
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Appendix A
Glossary and list of acronyms
benchmark point
In a model i.e. MSSM (Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model), the
constants may not be xed. In many cases it is customary to choose a set
of parameters. Such a set with parameters in a model is called a benchmark
point.
combinatorics
In an event there may be really many tracks. In order to combine the right
e.g. two, we combine each track with all the other. The false combined
tracks will then be like a background. Some times possible to reduce by
smarter programming, sometimes not possible to reduce.
jet
A narrow shower of tracks
leading (tau)
The most energetic (tau).
pileup
When a new collition is happening before the previous is gone all trough
the detector, the reconstruction algorithms have to cope with pileup. With
high luminosity the ¤new¤particles may even react with the ¤old¤ones.
punch-trough
A particle not fully absorbed by the calorimeter. This can give us fake EmissT
.
prong
charged track. E.g. is τ+ → pi+pi−pi+pi0ντ a 3-prong decay.
i
QCD
Quantum Cromo Dynamics: major background in high energy collisions
between partrons.
seed
The rst guess of a particle candidat from data.
SM
Standard Model
ii
Appendix B
Source codes
B.1 CA
Here is the CA piece of code following the argument at page 56
double CA(double METx, double METy,
double recoTau1x, double recoTau1y, double recoTau1z,
double recoTau2x, double recoTau2y, double recoTau2z,
double recoTau1_phi, double recoTau2_phi){
double mass = -100.;
//a = eNu1/tau1 //b = eNu2/tau2
double b = (recoTau1x*METy - METx*recoTau1y)/
(recoTau1x*recoTau2y - recoTau1y*recoTau2x);
double a = (METx - b*recoTau2x)/recoTau1x;
long double recoTau1 =
TMath::Sqrt(recoTau1x*recoTau1x +
recoTau1y*recoTau1y +
recoTau1z*recoTau1z);
long double recoTau2 =
TMath::Sqrt(recoTau2x*recoTau2x +
recoTau2y*recoTau2y +
recoTau2z*recoTau2z);
long double eNu1 =
TMath::Sqrt( TMath::Power(a*recoTau1x,2)+
TMath::Power(a*recoTau1y,2)+
TMath::Power(a*recoTau1z,2));
long double eNu2 =
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TMath::Sqrt( TMath::Power(b*recoTau2x,2)+
TMath::Power(b*recoTau2y,2)+
TMath::Power(b*recoTau2z,2));
long double eTau1 = eNu1 + recoTau1;
long double eTau2 = eNu2 + recoTau2;
long double cos_alpha =
cos_alpha(recoTau1x, recoTau1y, recoTau1z,
recoTau2x, recoTau2y, recoTau2z);
/////Cut On Negative Neutrino Energies/////
TVector2 MET_Final(METx, METy);
double MET_phi = MET_Final.Phi(); //0,2pi
double dphi_tau1MET = dPhi(recoTau1_phi, MET_phi);
double dphi_tau2MET = dPhi(recoTau2_phi, MET_phi);
double dphi_tauMET = dPhi(recoTau1_phi, recoTau2_phi);
double epsilon = 10E-6;
if((dphi_tau1MET + dphi_tau2MET)<=(dphi_tauMET +epsilon)){
mass = 2. * eTau1 * eTau2 * (1. - cos_alpha);
mass = TMath::Sqrt(mass);
}
return mass;
}
where
double cos_alpha(double px1, double py1, double pz1,
double px2, double py2, double pz2){
double P1=sqrt(px1*px1+py1*py1+pz1*pz1);
double P2=sqrt(px2*px2+py2*py2+pz2*pz2);
if((P1==0)||(P2==0)) return 0;
double cos_alpha=(px1*px2+py1*py2+pz1*pz2)/(P1*P2);
return cos_alpha; }
and
double dPhi(double phi1, double phi2){
double dphi=TMath::Abs(phi1-phi2);
if ( dphi>TMath::Pi())
dphi=TMath::Abs(dphi-2*TMath::Pi());
return dphi; }
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B.2 Boost method
Here is the piece of code for the boost method  written by Bjarne Stugu 1 , and
Thomas Burgess 1 .
double m_boost = 0.;
TLorentzVector tau1;
TLorentzVector tau2;
tau1.SetPtEtaPhiM((*tau_Et)[leading_tau_id],
(*tau_eta)[leading_tau_id],
(*tau_phi)[leading_tau_id],
(*tau_m)[leading_tau_id]);
tau2.SetPtEtaPhiM((*tau_Et)[next_to_leading_tau_id],
(*tau_eta)[next_to_leading_tau_id],
(*tau_phi)[next_to_leading_tau_id],
(*tau_m)[next_to_leading_tau_id]);
double pi1cm_e=0.;
double pi2cm_e=0.;
double beta=0.;
void boost_method(double tau1_px, double tau1_py,
double tau1_pz, double tau1_E,
double tau2_px, double tau2_py,
double tau2_pz, double tau2_E,
//Variables that will be changed
//(all should be initially 0.):
double& pi1cm_e,
double& pi2cm_e,
double& beta)
{
// Acol is pi-alpha
// TLorentzVector pi1,pi2,pi1cm,pi2cm
// needs to be defined
double alpha = TMath::ACos(cos_alpha(
tau1_px, tau1_py, tau1_pz,
tau2_px, tau2_py, tau2_pz));
double acol = TMath::Pi() - alpha;
// try to reconstruct the beta that we put in.
int iter=0;
1Department of Physics and Technology, University of Bergen
v
beta=0.0;
double dbeta=0.05;
double acolnew=acol, dacol=acol,step = 1.;
TLorentzVector pi1;
pi1.SetPxPyPzE(tau1_px, tau1_py, tau1_pz,tau1_E);
TLorentzVector pi2;
pi2.SetPxPyPzE(tau2_px, tau2_py, tau2_pz,tau2_E);
TLorentzVector pi1cm;
TLorentzVector pi2cm;
while(acolnew>0.01 && dacol>0.001 && iter<100){
iter++;
double acolprev=acolnew;
beta = beta+step*dbeta;
// copy lab vectors to cm and try new boost.
pi1cm.SetPxPyPzE(pi1.Px(),pi1.Py(),pi1.Pz(),pi1.E());
pi2cm.SetPxPyPzE(pi2.Px(),pi2.Py(),pi2.Pz(),pi2.E());
pi1cm.Boost(0.,0.,-beta);
pi2cm.Boost(0.,0.,-beta);
acolnew = TMath::Pi()-pi1cm.Angle(pi2cm.Vect());
//Fix step length near +-1
double db_z=1.-TMath::Abs(beta);
double sign=step/TMath::Abs(step);
step=(step*sign<db_z)?step:sign*db_z/2.;
// change direction
if (iter==1 && acolnew>acolprev) step = -step;
// new direction and step
if (iter > 1 && acolnew>acolprev) step = -step/2.;
dacol = fabs(acolnew-acolprev);
}
pi1cm_e = pi1cm.E();
pi2cm_e = pi2cm.E();
}
m_boost = 2*TMath::Max(pi1cm_e, pi2cm_e);
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